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BOLSHEVIST CANNONADE AGAINST OPPORTUNISM 

T HE eJld uf capitalist stctbilisatiun, arising 
out of the three years development of the 

Wt?rld C:L"'nomic crisis, the stormy ~·rowth of the 
revolutionary upsurge ia\ the capitalist countries, 
and the tremendous victories uf Sociulism in the 
U.S.S.R., which is moving towards the building 
of the classless Socialist society dl:lofing the 
Y.t~oncl Five Year Plan, marks a new higher 
stage in the development of the revolutionary 
class struggle of the proletariat. This new stage 
causes the Sociat-Democracy to resort to new 
.. lett" manreuvres. and thus plal·es the qu(•stion 
of th~ struggJ:c between t:he ICoanmunist van
guard and the Social-Democracy for the prole
tarian masses (a struggle which has been \vuged 
ever since the foundation of the Communist 
International) in a new light. Throughout the 13 
years of existence of the Comintc.~rn, whene,·er 
the crisis of Social-Democracy became acute, 
whenever the Communist Parties were con
fronted with the necessity of a change in tactics 
to conform to the new stage in the dcvclopm<."nt 
nf the international labour movement, there u1mc 
forward agents of the bourgeoisie within the 
Communist Parties, for the purpose of retard
ing the growth of the revolutionary struggle. 
Instead of further progress, speedy adjust
ment to the new conditions, to prepare the 
working das:; for the dedsive 1 evolutionary 
dass battles, strengthening the independent 
rl>le of the Communist Parties in leadership 
of them, slu~rpeniug the struggle against 
Social-Democracy; opportunist clements within 
the Communist International openly attemptt>c.l 
during these turning points, to drag the Com
munist Parties /)IJdl. They did this by adjustiuK 
tllc•muh•es to Social-Democ.·racy, to its "left" 
mutltP.II'O•rc.•s, helping the Social-Democracy. 
through its 111eft" &tnd "most left" agency, to 
<lcl·eive the working masses (who were deserting 
tlwm) into helie,·ing that · Sociai-Demonacy 
belongs to this ~ide of the l>nrrkad('; thnt then· 
i~ no frmdamenfal ditl'erence bctwel'n l'ommun
i~m and Sndni-D('mocracy, that the leaders 
nf tht~ "left" Social-Democracy arc moving
tnwnrcts Communism, fluctuating bctw~•:n Com
munism or Socialism. 

The meaning of the struggle agamst ~he rights 
nnd c~nnciliationists during the VI Congress of 
the Communist International (which outlin~tl the 
perspective of the aisis of the capitalist stabilis
ation and a new re,·olutionary upsurge) l~onsistcd 
preciseiy in the necessity of mobilising thc> 
masses for the stru~gle, and preparation of a 

c.~ormter-oj}ensi-:•e and offcush•e of the working· 
class. The right conc.-iliationists s:tw nothing hut 

the strengthening uf capitalism, nothing but 
defeats of the working class, and, reflecting the 
interests and sentiments of the labour aristocracy, 
derived the opportunist lesson of the po:;tpone
ment of the revolutionary upsurg·c and the prole
tarian revolution for a long period from the series 
of previous labour defeats. 

Even at the XV Congress ·of the C.P.S.U. {b) 
Comrade Stalin, in analysing the devclopmc·nt ot 
the L"'Ontradiction:-o of the partial stabilisation of 
capitalism, noted, that the fact that the capitalist 
countnes hac.l restored and exceelled the pre-w:.•r 
level of produdion and trade, did not signify 
that tlw stabiJ.tsation of capatalism had become 
firm and lasting, but that, on the l'Ontrary 

•• F10m the very fact of the stabilisation, from 
the fact that production grows, from the fal·t 
that trade grows, from the fact that tedmit:al 
progress anc.l tht· )Jroc.luction possibititil·s ~:row 
while the world market, the di\'ision of this mar
kl·t and of the spheres of inllucnl'c of the c.liiTer
cnt unperialist groups rt·m.lin more or less ~table, 
precisely this fact leads to the most profound 
and most acute crisis of world c.:apitalism, 
fraught with new wars and threatening the 
existence of am· stabilisation.'' 

At that time. the rig·hts ami the '-·undliationist,. 
denied this pt•rspcctin!. Comrade Hukharin 's 
draft theses .and concluding speech ut the \'I 
Congn•ss of the ( 'omintern, rc\·ealec.l an under
estimation of the shattering· or capitalio;t stabilis
ation ami dcvelopml·nt of the internal l'Ontr:.ulic
tions of capitalism, an under-estimation of the 
uprise of the re\'olutionary dass struggle of the 
proletariat. In their attack upon the policy 
of the Communist International, the rights 
andconciliationists, headed bv Humbert Droz and 
Serra (meeting- of the political secretariat of the 
E.C .C.I. of Uecc.·mber .J, 1~2M), based thcmsd\'es 
upon the memorandum of the \ ierman concilia
tionists, which spoke of the "economic c.·onsolitl
ation of the lountlations of the present rt'lativt• 
stabilisation and therefore of tht• political puwcr 
(\f the bourgeoisie." 

Three years of the destructive world economic 
crisis of capitalism have elapsed since that time. 
The Sociai-Dt·mocratic theurics of "urgani~,.tl 
capitalism," ''industrial democmey," of till' 
growth of the material standards of the working 
class on the basis of eapitalist rationalisation, 
ha\'C burst like a soap bubble. The Sudai
Demucratic theories (repeated by the rights nnc.l 
conciliationists) of "exclusivene~~" ctnd 
''capitalist harmony" have also fizzlell nut, 
bankrupt. There arc no longt>r (and there can
not he) :UH' Socini-Oemnc'rntic· tlll'nrt·t icinns 
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denying the existence of the crisis of capitalist 
stabilisation. The historical r6le of Social
Democracy, and its opportunist agency in the 
ranks of the Communist Parties, in serving 
capitalism, has now changed. The end of the 
capitalist stabilisation has caused a tremendous 
growth of the revolutionary uplift among the 
working masses. But this growth has developed 
unevenly. The development of the r~volutionary 
class struggle of the proletariat, its rise to a 
higher stage, prompts the capit~Iists to sharper 
forms of attack upon the workmg class ; more 
acute methods of Fascist terror against labour. 
The whole Social-Fascist camp shrieks about a 
new period of "retreat" of the labour movement 
Among the ranks of the Communist vanguard 
there again, as during a1l previous periods of 
g-rowth of a crisis in Social-Democracy, appearco; 
an auxiliary detachment which "interprets" ~he 
uneven development of the revolutionary move
ment, not from the viewpoint of t:.be general 
development of the revolutionary movement for
ward, but that of the individual setbacks which the 
working class sustains in its general offensive at 
the hands of the class enemy, converting these 
factors into the main line of development. 

It is characteristic, and not at all accidental. 
that the most striking concrete bearers of this 
new outbreak of opportunism, and capitulation 
ri> Social-Democracy, are the very same "co~
mentators" of the decisions of the VI Congress 
of the Communist International, who distorted 
the line of the VI Congress of the Comintern in 
a grossly opportunist manner, on the eve of the 
third period, to drag the Communist vanguard 
into the Social-Democratic swamp. 

Precisely on the eve of the forthcoming XI I 
Plenum of the E.C.C.I., which is to frame the 
tactics of the Communist International under the 
conditions of the end of capitalist stabili~tion, 
and especially the methods of struggle against the 
"leftest" manreuvres of Social-Democracy, which 
is attempting to divert the working masses from 
the real, concrete revolutionary class struggle 
under cover of talk about the great "prospects 
of Socialism'! and ''preparations for a general 
strike,'' under the leadership of the former 
conciliationist Humbert Droz, resolutions are 
drawn up in the Swiss Communist Party, which 
show what a great danger opportumsm, 
especialJy right opportunism, the chief danger, 
represents at a time of tran~ition to a new, higher 
stage of revolutionary development. 

"It must be admitted," says the resolution 
drawn up by Comrade Humbert Droz, "thai 
during- the last years of crisis . . . thP. Com
munist Parties have not made any decisive steps 
forward. On the contra,.y. . . . This fact must 

be emphasised, by severe Bolshevist self
criticism, and the next Plenum of the E.C.C.I. 
must find the means of liquidating this position.'' 

Thus, the eternal refrain of the opportunists' 
''Catastrophe" while on the basis of the develep
ment of the crisis of capitalism, and the revolu
tionary upsur,g-e of the masses, the influence of 
the Communist vanguard nearly everywhere 
grows, and mass Communist Partie~ which . are 
the only organisers and leaders of the r~volutaon
ary movement of the masses in a number of 
countries have grown out powerfully. Comrade 
Humbert Droz, instead of real Bolshev1st self
criticism, of the causes of the insufficient utilis
jation 'by :the Commun~st )vanguard of all the 
objective possibilities aff()rded by the 1 dt:velop
ment of the world economic crisis and of all the 
contradictions of capitalism, shouts about the 
"defeats" of the Comintern. 

According to Humbert Uroz this practically 
means: 

(a) Instead of emphasising the sharpening ,,f 
all the contradictions of imperialism, as a result 
of all attempts made so far to overcome these 
contradictions by means of "organised" capital
ist agreements (which by no means signifies any 
theory of the automatic collapse of capitalism), 
that is instead of indicating the prospect of a 
revolutionary issue from the crisis, a different 
prospect is emphasised, that of the capitalist way 
out of the crisis. "War, impoverishment and 
enshwement of the oppressed nations and toiling 
classes,-such is the only possible path of the 
bourgeoisie for the temporary overcoming of tht: 
present crisis,'' says Comrade Humbert Dro1.·~ 
resolution. 

(b) Instead of utilising the economic struggle 
of th~ proletariat, which interweaves more and 
more (even in Switzerland, which is least 
affected bv the crisis; as exemplified by the 
Zurich ba;ricades during the recent electricians' 
strike) with the direct political struggle against 
the bourgeois State apparatus; an artificial 
trade-unionist limitation of the strike struggle of 
the proletariat to purely e1:onomic confines, this 
being connected with the notorious theory of the 
Right Wingers of the pure defence of the work
in2" class. This is precisely the spirit which per
vades a number of documents of the Red Trade
Union Opposition led by Comrade Humbert 
Droz and Comrade Bedeman, who once fought 
side by side with Humbert Droz in the right 
opposition. 

(c) Instead of a struggle against democratic 
illusions - Social-Democratic refrains to the 
effect that "to mobilise the working class, and 
be capable of leading it in victorious battles, it is 
first necessary to capture a majority of the work-
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ing class and its allies." From our Leninist 
point of view the majority of the working class 
can be captured only by mobilising it for struggle. 
Evf'n for an uprising, according- to Lenin, the 
capture of the decisive sections of the proletariat, 
at the necisive place, is sufficient. From Hum
bert Droz's point of view the working class can 
he mobilised for the strug-gle, only after its 
majority, nnd a majority of its nllics have been 
captured. This is precisely what Otto Bau<>r 
prenches when he reduces to an "ideologicctl 
base" the greatest betrayal of the working class 
of July 20 by German Social-Democracy* (which 
prodnimed the cal1 for a mnss political strikf~ 
against Von Papen 's Fascist coup, hy the C. P. 
nf G~rmany to be a provocntion). According- tn 
Rauer 1t wns wrong- to stnke, because a political 
strike requires a majority of the working class 
nncl of the whole people, and such a majority 
does not yet exist as the presidential, and 
Prussian l'nrlinmentarv elections hnvc shown. 
This is precise!~· whnt. the Russian Mensheviks 
snid. neainst the October- Revolution, nnd to 
which ·Lenin repentecllv replied both before 
and after the October Revolution (in his 
nrticles "The Bolsheviks l\(ust Take over the 
Power," "The Elections to the Constituent 
Assemblv," etc.) that for the decisive bnttle for 
power, It is suffic·if'nt, even, to have a mnjority 
of the most importnnt sections of the prolctarint 
in the decisive c-entrrs of the countrv. 

"The Bolsheviks can, and must take over the 
Stnte power into their own h~nds," wrote Lenin 
on the e\·e of October, .. for nn nc-tive mnjority of 
the revolutionnry elf'ments of the people of thr 
two capitnls jo;; sufficient to instig"atc the masses, 
to crush the resistanc-e of the enemv, to def<'nt 
him, to cnpture the power nnrt maintain it .... 
A majority in the Soviets of the c-npitals repr<'
o;;rnts the frttif of the g-rowth of the people to our 
o;;jflp," 

( rf) Instead of .~tren~the11in ~ tT1e strug-g-lf' 
nc-ainst thf' Soc-ial-Democracy, nnd exoosinc- thf" 
truly treacherous chnra'cter of the '''left" and 
"l,.ftist" Sod at-Democracy ·before the winf'st 
workin~ masses: a "trustful" attitune to thC'se 
manf'l"UYrC's nnd :m artunl cnpitulation to Social
Ormoc-rncv. According to Humb<'rt Droz thr 
r.,.n<'\"1 Sorinl-Fnsrist Nicole r<>pr<>sents the 
f"'(trf'nH' "lrft" (in brac-kets without quotntinn 
mnrks???) n~nk of the Socinl-DC'mocr:wY, which 
on n numhl"r of tlw most important intC'rnntional 
prohlrms. nnd narticulnrlv on that of thC' ~tntg-~h' 
:-~~ninst imperialist w:1r has "iricntirnl :-~ims with 
Communism." .-\cc()rctinc- to l-l11mhrrt Dro7. th" 
"C'xtrrmeh· lrft" r.C'ne\·a- Sorin1-cl<'mf\cr:tt Nicole· 
"is movin-~ towards \ommun:...;m" nnd h;._ rntirP 

... S·•c• '\Tn. t 5· "Communi-.t Tntf"rll:lti.Hl:t!." 

«~error" consists in that he "insufficiently exposes 
the rig-ht leaders of the Social-Democracy, and 
does not throw the reformist bureaucrnts out ot 
the trade union." Hence the hushing up ot tlw 
historical mission of the "left" Socinl-Democracv, 
as a ('hmmel draining the workers off from Co,;,
munist mfluence, in the main chapter in Com
moe Droz's resolution on the Social-Democracy. 
Hence the capitulationist position in the united 
front policy : the "bloc" with the "extr<>me left" 
Soc-ial-Democrat Nicole instead of stren~thenin~: 
tire campai~n exposin~ lrim among the revo
lutionnrv inclinect Geneva Social-Democrattc 
workers, who still trust him. Hence also the 
proposnl, monstrous in Communists, to organise 
Communist fractions ·within the .,extreme left" 
Geneva Social-Democratic Party led by Nic-ole : 
Comrade Humbert Droz has forgotten the 21 

conditions of the Comintern ! A differentiation 
hetween the dilT<>rent wings of the Socinl-Fnscist 
c'amp is neressnn·, of course. Rut this must be 
n difff'rentintinn- ouly of the met1rods of tlze 
sfrllf!f!lt' against and e:~po.wre of the different 
Socinl-Demorratic groups in accordance •with 
tl1rir metlwcls of decei7!ing the ·wor1~ing class. 

(e) Instead of merciless netermined exposure of 
th~ rig-ht reneg-ade Bringolf, who dec-eitfully cap
turen the Schiffhau~en party or~anisation, and 
hns been conducting- sub\·ersive, provocative 
artl\"ltles ag-ainst the Communist Pnrt,· of 
Switzf'rlnnrl for two vears: a "trustful" nttitude 
lo thr rumours spread by thi;s !Socinl-Fnscist 
ag-ent, on his "desire" to return to the rnnks of 
the Communi-.t Partv, and sf:'rious attempts to 
raise the question o( the connitions for his r<>in
st:-~tem<'nt in the Communist Intcrn:1tional 
(whether he will be ndmittect shnulrl he dissoh·r 
h:s org-anisntion ?). Just as the German conrili
:-~tionists in 1()2R 120 ctemanctect "the concentrn
tion of- nll \o~munist forc-es" clown to thf' 
f'xpell<'n renC'Q"ades Rrandler and Thnlheim<>r! 
You J1ave forgot1:f'n thf' 21 ro'nditidns 'Of the 
CntnintPrn, Comr:-~de I-Tt~mb<'rt Droz! 

(f) Instead of str<'ngthening- the leading rAle of 
the Communist Partv: a trane unionist npproarh 
to the quf'stion nf the relations of thr Part\· to 
the trnd<' unions. Ac-cording to Humbert DT·oz 
th<' rcsol11tions of the Pnrt\', df'nline with thr 
t:1ctics of rr\"olutionarv T. tT. or<:!"(lnisntions rnn
not he rarri<'d into rff<>ct. nnrl must be recnllrd 
fnr "revision" (C'\"<'n if this r('solution is rorrf'C't, 
f'omradr Humhrrt Droz's rC'solution <>xplnins. for 
t l1f' sakr of n~rc-ision ?) ;r thf' Commnnists workinQ" 
in the tr:1nc union or~anis<ttions are opposrd to 
this decision. ll<>re w<' have n dirr1't d<'ninl 0f 
tlw rtlle of tlw C'omm11nist fractions in the trnn<' 
unions nnd 0thrr mass org-nnis~tions of the 
\\'nrking- rlnss. You have forg-ott<'n the 21 ron-
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ditions of the Comintern, Comrade Humbert 
Droz I 

Now we see the purpose of Comrade Humbert 
Droz's slanderous assertions that "during the last 
years of crisis . . . the Communist Parties have 
not maci~ any decisive progress. Un the con
trary.'' His purpose was to sound a retreat 
before the difficulties, and to call for adjustment 
to Social-Democracy. 

Under the bombHrdment of criticism from the 
E.C.C.I. Comrade Humbert Droz has recognised 
the opportunist character of his resolution. He 
must now confirm this admission by action. In 
any event, this does not remove the obligation to 
subject this resolution to public criticism from 
us. For here we have before us a new international 
platform of the right wingers which Comrade 
Humbert Droz has presented to the forthcoming 
XII Plenum of the E.C.C.I. For here we are con
cerned with an international platform represent-

ing a direct continuation of the struggle against 
the general line of the Communist International, 
which the rights and conciliationists carried 
on during the turn from the second to the third 
period in 1928/29. Here we are concerned with 
a new intcrnationnl opportunist platform nt thea 
time of a new political turn of the Communist 
vanguard. The XII Plenum of the E.C.C.l. 
will have to urge all the sections of the Com
munist International to the greatest vigilance in 
the present preparation of the masses for the 
decisive revolutionary battles, and for the merci
less struggle against reviving right opportunism 
as well as the left sectarianism feeding it, both 
of which Jead to passiveness, rejection of the 
revolutionary struggle, and capitulation to 
Social-Democracy. 

Higher the Bolshevist banner of struggle for 
the dictatorship of the proletariat ! Heavier 
Bolshevist bombardment of opportunism! 

THE MAIN LINK OF THE REVOLUTIONARY 
UPSURGE 

u. LENSKY. 

T HE greatest good fortune of the Communist 
Party of Poland wa$ that it was capable of 

grasping the main link in the development of the 
revolutionary movement, and that it understo,1d 
how to apply this chief element of Bolshevist 
tactics in its work. 

The main link which made it possible fur the 
Polish Party to tug the whole chain of mass 
struggles, as a factor which quickened the matur
ing of the revolutionary crisis, has becomP. the 
wide strike movement of the working class in 
combination with other sharpened forms of 
struggle. 

This is why such a lot of attention wag devott>n 
by the leadership of the Polish Party to the~e 
questions in resolutions, articles and directive~. 
A number of problems, connected with an esti
mate nnd tactics of the strike f;truggle, have 
already been touched upon in the "Communist 
International."* We will not return to them. 
What is important, at present, is to draw thf' 
political conclusions from our experience, not 
only in relation to Poland but also to other coun
tries, on the background of the present situation 
in conditions of a more or less quickened ripeninp
of the revolutionary crisis. 

In this respect we find the dialectic method of 
*See Nos. 11/12, 14, "Communist Intt>rnationaJ." 

<:nalysis of the stri~e movement in Lenin. The 
Leninist method must be applied to the present 
conditions of the crisis of capitalism and revolu
tionary upsurge. 

With the aid ot an analysis of the stnke wave, 
Lenin defined ''the critical turning points of the 
entire social and political life of the country," 
since he saw, in the statistics of strikes, the 
movement of the class which "will be the main
spring of the gem·ral development ot events." 
"The movement of other classes,-says Lenin, 
-groups around this centre and follows it, is 
dirPcted bv it. is determined by it and depends 
upon it." (Vol. XV., page 41, Ru!"c;ian Edition). 

It is from this point of view that we must 
estimate the modern strike movement in capitalist 
countries also, as the soil out of which the decisive 
struggles for a revolutionary way out of the crisic: 
wilt grow 

I. 
While we spoke of the strike stt uggle in 

Poland, at the Xlth plenum of the E.C.C.I. 
chiefly as that which was proceeding in small and 
average industry, we find that the strike move
ment now embraces, to a greater or lesser degree, 
also almost all branches of big industry, and all 
detachments of the working proletariat. 
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With the growth of the offensive of capital, the 
front of the strike struggle widens, a struggle in 
the process of which, the working masses are 
beginning to pass over to a counter-offensive. The 
offensive of capital is developing all along the 
line to-day, and strikes at all the gains of the 
proletariat, in all spheres of labour. The concen
trated attack of the capitalists aims at the col
lective agreements system first of all, and tries to 
torce individual contracts upon the proletariat so 
that it may divide the labour army in this manner, 
weaken its resistanC'e and place aU the burdens 
ot the dtsastrous economic crisis upon 1ts 
shoulci~rs. The struggle is literally one of life 
and death. For, even according to the official 
statistics of the Economic Institute, the index of 
the real value of wages has fallen 44 per cent. 
during the crisis, but the actual fall is not less 
than 6o per cent. "The wages of a Polish miner," 
-wdtes the bourgeois press,-:-'' is 9 times below 
that of a worker in the U.S.A. and almost 2t 
times lower than the wages of a German worker, 
and it must be remembered that the miners 
belong· to the best paid wc·rkers in Poland.'' The 
new wage cut effected by the employers reaches 
1 5~30 per cent. The bourgeoisie is trying to 
push the working class down to a starvation level, 
unprecedented in the history of capitalist 
c<.;onomy. 

lt is on this soil that the mass basis of the strlke 

struggle is broadening. One may find proof of 
this both in the obviously castrated official statis
tics, and also in the statistics of the R.I. L.li. (Red 
Internatwnal of Labour Unions), which though 

not by any means complete, yet conform more 
to the adual state uf things. According to the 
figures of the R.l.L.C., which only embrace the 
most important strikes, there were 97 strikes in 
the first quarter of this year which affected 
62o,ooo workers, while during the whole of last 

year we had 100 strikes affecting Ii2,ooo 
workers. And so the number of strikers this 
year has increased proportionately (per quarter) 
almost q. times, and every . strike im·olved, on 
the ayerage, almost 4 times as many workers. 
The preponderance of workers of big ~rustified 

industry has llecome clearly apparent. The dur
ation of the strikes has also increased (on the 

average to nearly 3 weeks). The fight becomes 
t!Ver more stubborn. Such heroic examples as 
the strike of the Donbrowo miners which lasted 
a month and the strike of Bielostok textile 

\\·orkers. \\·hich lasted almost two months, are of 
exceptional international significance. A no less 
eloquent proof of the fighting persistence of the 
working masses. is the frequent recurrence of 
strikes in given factories and branches of indus
try (from J tl) R t irnes in. the course 0f a year). 

During recent months (May, June, July and 
August) the strike struggle which embraced ever 
wider sectiOns of the proletariat, although not to 
.m ~qual degree, has not led to big battles such 
as the generaf strike of 4o,ooo miners. The 
:strike of the Lodz textile workers might have 
become such a battle if the activity of the Lodz 
organisation had been up to the mark. The fact 
that we had won in the middle of June the over
whelming majonty of delegates and representa
tives of factories (400 out of soo) at a conference, 
called by the -reformist trade unions, is irrefutable 
evidence of the considerable strike tension among 
the broad working masses. The vote by 4/ sths 
of the conference, despite its reformist organisers, 
in favour of handing over the leadership to the 
Central Strike Committee, proves what a big 
influence the trade union left wing has won in the 
masses. Even the central organ of the Social
Fascists, the "Robotnik," was compelled to 
recognise the defeat of the P. P. S. (Polish 
Socialist Party) and the victory of the Commun
ists. 

"At times, "-writes a correspondent,-"the 
meeting was very stormy. .\fter prolonged debate 
at nearly one o'clock in the morning the meeting
proceeded to vote upon the proposals. A majority 
of votes rejected the proposal to hand over the 
leadership of the strike to the trade unions and 
to authorise these unions to form a strike com
mission. After this, the leadership was handed 
over to the so-called committee of action by some 
(? ! U. L.) majority of the 'extreme opposition.' 
After this, it was almost unanimously decided to 
declare a strike." 

However, after such a victory, our organis
ation was not strong enough to immediately 
mobilise the factories, and draw the Lodz textile 
workers into the strike, which had been declared. 
It appears that our comrades considered, that 
with such a mood among the masses, the reflec
tion of which was the delegate conference, the 
declaration of the strike itself was enough. The 
inadequate concentration of efforts upon the 
decisive points, upon a few of the more important 
factories, and the hope that the mass will come out 
"bv itself," and, worse than all, that the P .P .S. 
wo.uld support the strike, that the P.P.S. dele
gates would themselves mobilise their factories, 
and the retreat of some members of the Central 
Strike Committee before difficulties, a retreat, 
which bordered upon strike-breaking,-all this 
ted to a failure of the movement. The strike onlv 
affected 6,000 textile workers, mainlv in the smait 
factories. · 

An unusual variation of the strike movement 
is the sei::;ure of factories. frequently combined 
with strikes. This is the second main form of 
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the struggle against the o1lensive of capital, par
ticularly against reductions in staff. The move
ment has assumed a mass character and involved 
a number of factories and plants, and tens of 
thousands of workers. The movement rose! to a 
higher level as compared with last year. Thanks 
to our agitation, and, above all, as a result of 
their own experience, the workers convinced 
themselves that it is not enough to remain 
passively in the factories but that it was neces
sary to get into touch with the workers of other 
factories, and the unemployed, and lead the 
struggle beyond the confines of the factory which 
had been occupied. 

The repeated strike of I ,ooo workers in the 
Hortenzia Plant in Petrokov, which lasted 40 
days, is a heroic example of such a struggle. J t 
must be emphasised that the Hortenzia workers 
avoided many of the past year's mistakes. The 
action was much better organised, contact with 
the non-factory mass was more assured, and out
side assistance more efficiently arranged. The 
strike committee won the confidence, not only of 
the workers who occupied the factory, but also 
of those of other factories, as well as the unem
ployed, and partly of the local poor peasants. 
Thanks to the organisation of mass self-defence, 
the continuous strike picketing and systematic 
meetings at which the position was reported, upon 
;1 factory kitchen and a kitchen for the 
strikers' families, - thanks to all this, the 
workers occupied the factory for I 7 days, and 
there was a simultaneous struggle around this 
factory between the concentrated police detach
ments, and a crowd of women and unemployed 
which pushed them very hard. 

Still, the efforts of our organisation to extend 
the strike to other factories, and organise not 
only material, but strike assistance, and to make 
the captured factory a centre of mass demonstra
tive action, leading a campaign around it 
throughout the country,-were all inadequate. 

The workers of Pabianitzi have recently made 
an exemplary seizure of a factory, accompanied 
by a struggle on the streets, and solidarity 
strikes. While 700 workers occupied the factory, 
a crowd of 3,000 workers demonstrated on the 
streets, and fought stubbornly against the police 
under the factory walls, after which the fight was 
continued on its territory. Here are a few of the 
more characteristic features as described by the 
bourgeois press. 

"On the 4th day (16th of June), a crowd of 
unemployed and workers of other factories tried 
to break into the territory of the factory, and 
unite with the workers who had occupied it. The 
police, however, scattered the aggressors with 
their batons. Soon after this, a crowd of 3,ooo 

persons fell upon the factory from four sides and 
attacked the police with stones. The crowd was 
dispersed for a second time. At this time a con
ference on the question of the liquidation of the 
strike was taking place in the offices of the trade 
union (the reformist union-U.L.). This was a 
wild strike, i.e., one which was organised by the 
Communi:;ts despite the trade union. A portion 
of the crowd made its way to the union offices. 
The workers, assembled at these offices, formed a 
procession and marched to the seized factory. The 
police, on being stoned by the crowd, began to 
shoot, but this also had no etTect. The crowd got 
to the factory and started to erect barricades. 
Police reinforcements were called out, who pro
ceeded to disperse the crowd with their batons and 
with the aid of tear gas. The workers within the 
factory tried to smash the gates and renew the 
demonstration. When the police entered the fac
tory, a regular battle began with the workers, 
who defended themselves with stones, sticks, 
hydrochloric acid and jets of water from the fire 
hose. The fight continued for nine hours.,, 

We perceive from this de~cription what a sharp 
character the resistance of the workers assumed, 
and that it manifested elements of civil war. 
Similar elements were to be observed in other 
movements of the working class, for whom bloody 
collisions with the police have almost become their 
daily bread. The strike movement, which has 
brought the working masses into ever sharper col
lision with the apparatus of the fascist dictator
ship, is drawing them into political life and 
bringing them face to face with the question of 
power, the que~tion of a revolutionary way out of 
the crisis. 

The strike struggle of the Polish proletariat 
has proved, despite the right wing Trotskyist 
theories of crises, situations, that the work
ing class, notwithstanding the tremendous 
unemployment and the furious fascist terror, 
is capable of resisting the offensive of capital, of 
repulsing i11dividual attacks of the capitalists, of 
making the realisation of their attempts at an 
outlet from, or an amelioration of, the crisis more 
difficult. This is most important. 

But the higher the strike wave rises, the greater 
the obstacles and difficulties which the struggle 
of the workers encounters. This leads to a con
siderable drop in the number of :;uccessful strikes. 
Despite unusual persistence, a number of strikes 
end in material failure. The Communist Party 
must clarify itself in regard to the causes of the 
growing difficulties, so that it may overcome them, 
and may apply forms of organisation and strike 
tactic~ to them resulting in a successful prosecu
tion of the struggle. We will return to this ques
tion in the next chapter. 
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A guarantee for a successful strike struggle is 
the widening of its front on the basis of partial 
strikes and the sharpening of its forms by means 
of mass demonstrations, stubborn "fight for the 
streets, and strikes of solidarity anq protest, with 
the aid of an extensive interweaving of economic 
and political strikes, and mass revolutionary 
strikes. 

The principles of th,e extension and intensifica
tion of the struggle apply in a different degree 
to the unemployed movement, the fundamental 
weakm~ss of which lies in the inadequate co
ordination of the remarkable fighting actions of 
the unemployed themselves, and the insufficient 
linking up of their struggle with that of the 
employed, which threatens the scattering of the 
forces of the proletarian army. The co-ordination 
of the huge masses of unemployed is a necessary 
condition for resistance to the furious attacks of 
capital on the entire working class. The exten
sive participation of the unemployed in the last 
strike struggles has brought to light the serious 
possibilities of leading both the revolutionary cur
rents into one .common channel. The struggle 
against the offensive of capital in defence of the 
everyday needs and gains of the proletariat is now· 
the chief means of mobilising. the masses. It 
draws even what would seem the passive and 
actua1ly less organised detachments of the work
ing class into the revolutionary movement. 

"We must reckon with this economic movement 
-wrote Lenin in 1go8--as a radical source and 
most important basis of the whole developing 
crisis in Russia.'' 

The task of the Communist Party is to saturate, 
systematically, persistently and day by day, this 
movement with political consciousness and raise 
it to higher and sharpened forms, the most impor
tant of which is, at present, the mass revolutionary 
strike. 

II. 
Political strikes grow out of the soil of sharpen

ing economic struggles. The resistance rendered 
by the working masses to the offensive of capital 
is becoll]ing sharper and sharper. Econqmic 
strikes are almost everywhere accompanied by 
demonstrations of strikers with the participation 
of the unemployed, and ever more stubborn and 
bloody struggle for the streets, frequently leading 
to the disarmament of the police. The economic 
struggle attains a higher level of political and 
revolutionary intensity in these conditions. In 
these conditions the growth of economic strikes 
into political ones is universally characteristic, 
equally with their mutual interweaving with the 
('resent political situation. 

The strike of 4o,ooo miners, during which the 

masses were always on the street and heroically 
fought for the streets with detachments of police, 
armed to the teeth, has shown this most 
strikingly. 

The economic demands are inseparably inter
lacing with the political ones, in a whole number 
of strikes. 

The main factor of the development of political 
strikes is the widening of the fighting front against 
the offensive of capital, the growing of big 
struggles against the concentrated attacks of 
capital on the basis of partial strikes, big strikes 
which involve entire branches of industry. The 
miner~' strike in the Dombrowo and Cracow areas 
have played such a part. This strike signified a 
serious move in the correlation of the class forces 
iu fa·vour of the proletariat throughout the whole 
of Poland. The stubborn miners' struggle, which 
lasted for a month, has roused other hesitating 
detachments of the working class, awakened 
resistance to the offensive of capital in them and 
drawn them into the strike movement. 

A wide wave of solidarity strikes and protest 
strikes of all kinds was aroused by the bloody vio
lence of the police on the Dombrowo miners. The 
general political protest strike broke out all over 
the area on this basis, on the 16th of March, 
which, despite the social-fascists, and thanks. to 
the activity of our party, assumed in a number of 
places, particularly in the decisive proletarian 
centres, the character of a mass revolutionary 
strike. Embracing a considerable majority of the 
working proleta_riat (over 300,000), and what was 
most important, also a portion of the decisive 
detachments of the working class which previously 
~tood outside the strike movement (the metal 
workers, the railwaymen, the workers in the mili
tary factories),-the strike of the 16th of March 
brought to light that the strike mo·vement is rising 
to a higher phase of political struggle. :\. new 
period of political strikes, interlaced with econo
mic ones, is beginning. And this is the most 
important feature in the development of the prole
tarian movement in Poland. 

It is true that this interlacing is still \\'eak, that 
the economic strikes preponderate, that the poli
tical strikes involve a still comparath·ely incon
siderable number of workers, l:)ut the main 
tendency which was characterised by Lenin, in his 
time, is cutting out its path, placing on the order 
of the day the call for a mass re·volutionary strike, 
as a weapon of the hegemony of the proletariat in 
the struggle of the millions of working masses. 

According to Lenin, political strikes apparently 
arise on a wide basis of economic strikes and "in 
the beginning of the movement and with the enrol
ment of new sections into the movement, the 
economic strike plays the dominant r61e, but on 
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the other hand, the political strike awakens and 
rouses the backward, it enriches and broaden:; 
the movement and raises it to a higher stage. ''. 

In agreement with this, the Party must develop 
the political strike on the mass basis of economic 
struggle, particularly against the bloody violence 
of the police, against concrete manifestation~ of 
fascist terror which is hitting wide masses of 
workers and pea:;ants ever more strongly. 

The higher the strike wave rises, the more 
clearly does the revolutionising character of the 
strike movement come to the surface. The range 
of the strike struggles of the proletariat, together 
with the general sharpening of the political situa
tion, is exercising an influence on the millions of 
the masses of toiling exploited peasantry. The 
strike movement jn the village embraces, first of 
all, ·the entire proletariat of agricultural labourers. 
After the dozens of strikes successfully directed 
by the Communists, the one-day demonstrative 
strike of the 18th of April embraced 100,000 

agricultural labourers. 
The wide peasant masses are also beginning 

to utilise the strike weapon in their fight against 
ma1·ket tolls. Entire provinces declare a strike, 
refu~ing to come to the market until the market 
tolls are reduced. Thus, for instance, a strike 
of peasants, in the middle of May, involved almost 
all the villages. df the Minska-l\1azovetsk pro
vince. The dt~, magistrate issued an appeal, 
calling upon the peasants to stop the strike. The 
appeal, however, had no effect, and the pea~antry 
remained on strike solidlv until their demands 
were conceded. Such a ~trike-boYcott, of refus
ing to proceed to market, was a"pplied by the 
peasants in the Radziminsk province, after bloody 
collisions in the township of Yadove (Ijth of 
]tily), during which ''the crowd, armed with pntn
ing forks, stones and bricks, fell upon the police, 
beat them and \Younded several policemen;' and 
them~elves lost two killed and several dozen 
wounded. 

A two-days protest strike against an increase 
in market tolls was also declared by the peasants 
in the Lovitsk province. 

Following th€1 example of the proletariat, the 
peasant masses are passing from ~cattered action 
to big battles, \Yhich signalise the quickened 
ripeni~IK of the eleme11t.< of an a~trurian re7.rolu
tio1l. The revolutionary peasatit mO\·ement is 
rising- to a higher phase, assuming- the character 
of mas~ revolts against the exploitation and 
oppression of the fascist g-overnment and land
lords. The, to a certain extent partial, rising in 
Lesk (in the beginning of July). which itwolverl 
19 villages and Io,ooo peasants, bore this charac
ter. This partial rising of mainly Vkrainian. 
together with Polish, peasants wns rlirected 

against the Polish occupation. The occasion for 
the struggle was conscription, for road work, in 
the guise of a "festival of labour." The peasant 
masses refused this forced labour, and when the 
"Starosta" (village head man) threatened them 
with the police, they fell upon the policemen, dis
armed them, armed themselves with what 
they could, occupied a landlord's estate, and the 
house of a priest (where they found grenades), 
drove out the priest and the landlord, ~fter which 
they entered upon a heroic fight against a new 
detachment of police, to assist whom 4,ooo 
soldiers arrived for the purpose of a bloody 
punishment. The Lcsk peasants were faced with 
the question of seizing the landlord's land. 
Among the killed and wounded were Communists, 
who had organised the resistance of the pea~ant 
masses. 

Similar peasant action, although on a smaller 
scale, took place previously in southern White 
Russia. Thus, for instance, the struggle of the 
peasant~ in the village of Ostashino against taxa
tion robbery became rapidly transfotmed into a 
battle of several villages against the police. One 
thousand peasants from the neighbouring villag-es 
were summoned with the aid of Red express 
messengers. An embittered battle took place 
with the detachments of the police. The peasants 
did not allow any arrests. No sooner did a puni
tive detachment of 150 policej armed with 
machine guns, and with the assistance of soldiers, 
master the situation, when the peasants unex
pectedly attacked the police station (on the 8th 
of 1\prll), disarmed the police and captured arms. 
This type of peasant action was constantly 
repeated in other places (in the Pinsk and Brest 
areas). 

The mass basis of the re\·olutionary peasant 
mi,·ement is widening day by day. The catas
trophic agrarian crisis, tog~ther with the robbery 
of the usurers and tax-collectors, is setting not 
only the broad masses of the peasant poor in 
motion, but the main mass of the middle peasan
try, ruined by debts and taxes. The wide masses 
of the peasantry are smashing the bars of Fascist 
terrir and are passing to more direct forms of 
struggle. These masses are drawing nearer and 
nearer towards a direct struggle for confiscation 
of the land, towards an agrarian revolution. In 
this way, huge reserves of the growing prole
tarian revolution are approaching nearer to the 
proletariat, as its ally, in the fight against the 
dictatorship of the bourgeoisie. Spontaneity is. 
of course, much greater in the peasant movement 
thnn in the proletarian. 'Vith all the difference~ 
and peculiarities in the conditions of the struggll', 
however, we mav now state that the disproportion 
hetwr<>n the tw~) 111ovements has heen levelled, 
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that the hegemony of the proletariat has been 
con~iolidated and the union of the workers and 
peasants has become a real factor. 

The range of the proletarian strike movement 
is also drawing the masses of the town petty
bourgeoisie into the struggle again~t monopolist 
capital and the bourgeois state. The population 
in a number of cities are applying the boycott
strike against increase in price of electric current. 
This movement is embracing hundreds of thou
sands of the town petty-bourgeoisie, which is a 
serious :5ymptom that the petty-bourgeois masses 
are leaving the big bourgeoisie, and tend to draw 
nearer to the proletariat. The strike is becom
ing a form of struggle of hundreds of thousands 
of officials, who are plundered by the bourgeois 
state, and the bankrupt magistracies ; on whom 
the bourgeoisie is trying to shift the burdens. of 
the financial crisis. Hence the sharp narrowing 
of the mass basis of Pilsudskism. Hence the 
striving of Polish fascism to replace the masses 
by tried cadres. Hence the decomposition of the 
lower state apparatus. Hence the symptoms of 
discontent in the army, which is drawn into the 
struggle on the home front. Hence, finally, the 
ideological disintegration of the Pilsudskyites, 
the reflection of which is to be found in the 
origination of the group of national Communists 
who call for the application of planned economy 
in Poland. In this way, the scope of the prole
tarian struggle, the main link of which is the 
strike movement, together with the street demon
strations, is giving rise to profound class shift
ings which are changing the correlation of forces 
in favour of the revolutionary proletariat. But 
this process does not proceed in a straight line, 
without fluctuation and zig-zags. If this were 
so, then the revolutionary crisis in Poland would 
already have been an accomplished fact long ago. 

The process of the maturing of a revolutionary 
crisis is full of inequalities, conditioned not only 
by the relative weakness of the Communist 
organisations, but also in a considerable measure 
by the growing objective difficulties which the 
revolutionary movement encounters in its 
development. This doubly unified dialectic pro
cess (the basis of which is the fact that the grow
ing proletarian revolution is consolidating the 
forces of the bourgeois counter-revolution, though 
by no means signifying a growth of the bourgeois 
forces) strengthens the resistance of the entire 
bourgeoisie, despite its decompo~ition, contradic
tions and inner friction. 

In its fight with the revolutionary movement, 
rising to a higher stage, the bourgeoisie is resort
ing to sharpened forms of terror, to methods of 
t'ivil war, and the fascist system of the end of 
capitali,st stabilisation. The bloody proceedings 

in town and village, the field-courts and gallows 
for anti-state crimes,'' for participation in 
a strike of state employees and municipal 
functionaires,-such is the "higher" form of the 
fascist system of rule in the period of the grow
ing proletarian revolution. This preventive 
terror of fascism, which is assuming the dimen
sions of a civil war, not only in Poland, but also 
in Germany, together with the calamities of 
unemployment and mass dismissals, and also the 
growing obstinacy of punith·e capital, in its 
furiou:-; attack on :~11 spheres of labour, is the 
fundamental objective difficulty in the develop
ment of the revolutionary movement. 

The bourgeoisie is simultaneously trying to 
perfect and enrich its system of deceit, to 
check the process of revolutionisation of the 
masses, draw these masses into the net of demo
cratic diversions with the aid of social-fascist 
impostors, and propel them, under radical
democratic slogans, along the path of a capitalist 
way out of the crisis. 

The manoeuvres of social-fascism, and its left
wing offspring, are becoming ever more flexible 
and subtle. It would be idle to determine the 
objective limits to this manoeuvring at present, on 
the eve of the transition to a new round of wars 
and revolutions. As the objective possibilities for 
manoeuvring become narrower, the manoeuvring 
capacities of social-fasm become stronger, and its 
manoeuvres "perfected." The unusually supple 
strike (strike-breaking) tactics of the social
fascists are accompanied not only by anti-capital
ist, but also by anti-reformist phraseology. And 
this is the new point about their manoeuvring. 
Instead of "curing capitalism, it must be 
destroyed." 

"Capitalism" -says the resolution of the 
miners' Union Executive-"in the present period 
of its development has entered such a pro
found principle contradiction, with the inter
ests, not only of the manual and brain workers, 
but also of the millions of peasant and petty
bourgeoisie, that its removal is becoming a 
matter of vital interest for the majority of 
society. The spreading among the working 
class, of views, that the present crisis may be 
overcome by way of reforms, without the aboli
tion of the capitalist system is harmful, since 
it diverts the attention from the m•cessity of 
fighting against the capitalist system, supports 
its sickly existence, and deepens the poverty 
of the masses." 
The anti-reformist phraseology of the P. P. S. is 

eloquent proof of the complete bankruptcy of its 
previous prog-ramme for curing capitalism, in the 
eyes of the masses. The P. P. S. also cannot go 
to the masses no\\" \\'ith the bankrupt slogan~ of 
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parliamentary democracy, in the form of a cen
trist-left government. It preaches "the restora
tion of rlemocracy and the formation of a workers' 
and peasants' government,'' proclaiming the 
slogan of a Polish people's republic. The 
worker and peasant masses do not want to 
return to the republic of Pilsudski, Dachinsky, 
Witos and Co., out of which the fascist dictator
ship arose. In view of this, the Polish social
fascists, like their German confreres, cry : ''Long 
live the second republic, bast'd upon 'h-onest 
democracy,' and growing into socialism." 

Under the pressure of the sympathy of the 
toiling masses for the U.S.S.R., their hatred of 
imperialist war, and readiness to defend the 
Socialist fatherland, and the greHt ~uccess of the 
Anti-\Var Congress, the social-fascists are begin
ning to oppose, on paper, anti-Soviet intervention, 
while simultaneously reviling the anti-war cam
paign of the Communists, and Socialist con
struction in the Soviet Union. 

Thanks to its cunning manoeuvres, which 
sometimes perplex our party organisations, social
fascism is checking the streaming of the masses 
to Communism, and the decomposition of its own 
ranks. Tf1e tempo of this decomposition does not 
correspond to the favourable objective conditions. 

The united kulak party is applying manoeuvres 
no less artful. The leaders . of these parties, 
under pressure of the masses, sometimes head 
peasants' strikes, to keep them within limits of 
fascist legality, and even organise peasant com
mittees in some districts, depriving them of the 
sharpness of organs of mass. struggle. The 
comparati,·e weakness of our organisations in 
the village makes it easier for the kulak leaders, 
operating with the slogans of class unity of the 
peasant~ and radical opposition phraseology to 
seize upon the profound discontent of the peasant 
masses-the middle-peasantry and peasant poor. 
The growing political activity of these masses, 
which the Peasant Union is trying to capture, is 
characteriserl by the typically kulak leader, \\'itos, 
in one of his articles in the following manner: 

''People are now so agitated that a meeting 
of over 2,ooo peasants is regarded as a small 
affair. ~o less than Io,ooo persons ha\'t: 
attended my meetings. Recently nearly 
2o,ooo pt'asants came to a meeting in Zamostye, 
Io,ooo in Zabav, and 32,000 in Limanova. I 
han: addres~ed nearly a quarter of a million 
people during the last three months. I do not, 
of course, agitate for a revolution among the 
peasants and rlo not lead to it . . . " 

Th<· political activity of the peasants, despite 
the efforts of the kulak leaders, frequentlv breaks 
the harrit'rs of h."'g<tlity which is evidencect hy thl' 

hloody collision~ with the police, as was the case 
in Limanova, Lapanova, etc. 

\Vhile overcoming the growing obstacles and 
difliculties, the revolutionary movement of the 
proletariat, and the exploited peasantry is 
broadening and strengthening its base. The 
furious fascist terror is not a product of the 
victorious counter-revolution, but a preventive 
measure of the decaying bourgeoisie in its 
struggle against the growing proletarian revolu
tion. This terror cannot retard the revolutionary 
upsurge, and sharpens the forms of struggle of 
the worker and peas.:'lnt masses. 

''No persecution, no punishment-says Lenin
can stop the movement, once the masses lla'l•e 
risen, once millions have begun to !-ltir." The 
broad masses arc following the revolutionary 
advance guard, the Communist Party. In the 
process of the day-to-day struggle, the Com
munist Party has made a serious step along the 
path of winning a majority of the proletariat, 
and the main masses of the pcctsantry. The 
quickened maturing of a revolutionary crisis in 
Poland demands the straining of all its forces 
from the Party, to ~Tve this chief strategic prob
lem of the pre~ent /period at a rapid rate. 

' III. 
The line which has been taken by the Polish 

Communist Party on the day-to-day struggles, 
as the main link of the revolutionary upsurge, 
and the effective realisation of this line, has made 
it possible for this illegal party, working under 
exceptional conditions of fascist terror, to link 
up politically and organisationally with the widl· 
masses of the proletariat and peasants, and double 
the numbers in its rank~ in the course of one year, 
becoming an organisation which, in some centres, 
numerically exceeds the legal social-fascist organi
sation. Despite the still consideraple spontaneit~· 
and the partial interception of the moods in the 
masses by the social-fascist parties, there is no 
doubt now about the leading r6le of the Com
nmnist Party of Poland in the day-to-day struggle. 

\Vhile org-anising the partial strikes, the Party 
has never descended to "economism"* and has 
not lost sight of the revolutionary perspective. 
The central point in the tactics of the Party was 
the broadening of the front of d:~y-to-day, 

particularly strike strug-gles, in linking- tlw revo
lutionary struggle up with the universally growing
battles, and thus lt·adit1J: till• masses lo'U"tlYds 
decisi·••e hattles fur pO'l.i'l'r on the hasis of their O'lt'll 

experieHct•. These tactics characterisl·d the t\\'o 
strikes of the \Yarsaw tramwav workl·rs, thl' 
strikes of the Donhrowo miners: l'ppt·r Silt•sian 
blast fumace workers, and Lodz tt·xtile workers. 
Thl'se tactics ha\"e l<•d to this, that t•n•n \\"lwn 

*S••f' "\\'hat is to h•' dou•·:J" l.·nin. "· l.:twro·tH'I', l.t.J. 
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the workers were not in a po~ition to repel the 
attacks of the capitalists, the influence of our 
organisation still increased, in so far as the 
masses convinced themselves that it did not spare 
any efforts to lead the fight to a victorious issue. 
So it was in the general miners' strike, which 
was evidenced by the rst of May demonstration, 
which mustered the main mass of the Donbrowo 
proletariat under our banners; also by the 
impetuous growth of the Trade Union Left Wing. 

The broadening of the strike struggle front has 
been linked up by the Party with it:; course to a 
general strike. The general protest strike of the 
16th of .March, has brought to light the tremen
dous popularity of the slogan of a revolutionary 
general strike in the masses. It would be, of 
course, a species of "economism" to regard this 
strike as a mechanical continuation of partial 
strikes, as simply its sum total. It is clear that 
such a strike requires a corresponding sharpening 
of the entire political situation, and a high level 
of revolutionary activity of the widest masses. 
The popularisation of the slogan of a general 
strike in the masses must be linked up with the 
per:;pective of a direct struggle for power, and 
the propaganda of an armed rising of workers, 
peasants and soldiers. 

The path to such a strike leads, through a 
broadening of the strike struggle front, particu
larly among the decisive detachments of the 
proletariat-the metal workers and railwaymen
through a wide interweaving of economic strikes 
with political strikes, through mass street demon
strations, through the co-ordination of the unem
ployed movement, and through great united 
battles and partial risings in the villages. 

It is difficult at present to foresee the concrete 
process of the transition of a general revolution
ary strike into a direct struggle for power. But 
even now, this perspective must lend political 
direction to all partial struggles. 

Taking the course of leading the masses to a 
g-eneral revolutionary strike, we must already now 
reckon with the possibility of the growing of 
every big strike struggle, during the course of 
its progress, into a short general protest strike. 
Having the experience of the 16th of March before 
us, we must always be ready to grasp the initia
tive at the right moment and assume the leader
ship of such a strike from the very beginning. 

The example of the 16th of March is, in this 
respect, of undoubted international significance. 
There were similar strikes in Hungary and 
(J.reece. They are symptoms that the conditions 
are maturing for a general revolutionary strike, 
in tho:-;e countries v;hich are closely approaching 
a revolutionar\' crisis. 

It is quite ·dear that a g-eneral n·,·olutionary 

strike is a component part of our revolutionary 
strategy, and its concrete application. The r61e 
of this strike may differ in various countries. In 
such countries as Poland and Italy, a general 
revolutionary strike may be the means of a pro
found break in the iron chain:; of the fascist dic
tatorship, a means of bringing millions of the 
masses to the streets, uniting the scattered 
detachments of the proletariat, as a revolutionary 
class ; an instrument strenthening its hegemony, 
and a measure of the co-relation of the class 
forces before the general battle. 

We have entered a period of great strike 
battles against the furious offensive of capital. 
These battles are growing out of the soil of the 
day-to-day partial struggle and these very battles 
unleash, at the same time, the partial struggle. 
Every such battle broadens its basis and attains 
a higher level. The heroic strike of the Polish 
miners finds a sort of similarity in the more 
organised strike of the Czech miners. Both 
these strikes have brought to light a considerable 
degree of the revolutionising of the working class, 
and the leading r61e of the Communi~ts in the 
united front of the proletarian masses. Both 
these strikes-although to a different extent
have had a general national, i.e., a general 
revolutionising character, exercising as they did, 
an influence upon the development of the struggle 
of millions of oppressed and exploited. Both 
these strikes have been characterised by unusual 
persistency, despite the united efforts of capital, 
social-fascism and the bourgeois states for the 
rapid liquidation of the strike struggle. Both 
these strikes, particularly the Polish miners 
strike, were directed against government arbitra
tion. Both these strikes have ended in a political 
success for the Communists, and the strike of the 
Czecho-Slovakian miners has even resulted also 
in a material success. Both these strikes, parti
cularly the strike of the Czech miners, han· 
brought defeat to the :-;ocial-fascists. 

Rut the range of the Belgian miners' strike was 
g-reater than <til. It embraced almost the entire 
mining- industry of Belgium, and passed over into 
a general strike of entire industrial areas, with 
comparatin- rapidity, drawing considerable 
masses of metal workers into the strike struggle. 
Thi!" strike, as a factor of profound class 
uphea\·itls in Belgium, we could name, in accord
ance with the definition of Lenin, "the crisis of 
capitalist society" sig-nalising the ripening of a 
proletarian revolution. This strike has become 
transformed into a g-eneral political movement of 
an entire area, into stormy battles for the streets, 
into bloody collisions of masses of strikers with 
the g-cnda~meric and partial cases of fraternisation 
with tlw soldiers. "Does not the calling out of 
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5oldi~rs in times of strike-says Lenin-in all, 
even what are politely called the most peaceful 
and the most 'democratic' countries, show how 
matters will stand in times of really big crises?'' 
(On the 1905 Re\·olution). In this respect, the 
Belgian strike provides a highly instructive 
example. The exceptional and almost mono
polistic intlucnce of the tiny Communist Party 
was hmnmered out in the process of this strike. 
Strike-brenking- manoeuvres were smashed by the 
fig-hting- consi~tcncy of the masses. 

.'\nd so \\'e sec that tlte 'U.Jitle stril~e mo·vemeut 
is the funJameutal lilll~ of the revolutionary 
upsurge of all capitalist countries. Its weakness 
in Germany docs not contradict the general line 
of development. This weakness is one of the 
signs of the lagg-ing- of the subjective factor 
behind the objective conditions. It is true that 
the development of the strike movement in Ger
many encounters special difficulties (the huge 
power of the reformist trade unions and Social
Democracy, the oft·ensive of capital carried out 
directly by the capitalist state, the enormous 
pres:;ure :of unemployment, the pressure of 
nationalistic ideology created by the chains of the 
Versailles treaty, t•tc.). Nevertheless, the unin
terrupted offensive of capital is undoubtedly 
strengthening the inoods for resistance in the 
working masse:;. The development of the strike 
struggles of the German proletariat will depend 
upon the methods of work, and forms of the 
organisational ties of the Party and the left trade 
unions with the masses. 

The principal difference between the practice 
of the Communist Party of Poland and the Ger
man Communist Party is that while the Polil!ih 
Communists, when preparing to beat off every 
attack of the capitalists on a wide front have 
organised, from the very beginning, action in the 
individual enterprises-the German Communists, 
in a number of instances, when preparing 
for big struggles, did not devote sufficient 
attention to partial strikes in reply to every 
attack of the capitalists. While the efforts 
of the Polish Communists were directed to 
the end of the strikes being accepted by the 
broad sections of the interested workers, the 
German Communists, despite the line of the Party 
leadership, sometimes tried to adopt methods of 
commanding in strikes. Decisions were taken, 
not in the factories, and at conferences of factory 
delegates, but at conferences isolated from the 
factories and without a wide series of preliminary 
conferences and factory mass meetings. We do 
nor speak here of individual, better examples of 
strike practice in Germany. Inadequate persis
tency in preparatory work, insufficient concentra
tion of effort on the key enterprises, attempts to 

act from abo\·e instead of a wide mobilisation 
from below-all thi~ pre\·ented the necessary 
scope of the strike struggle in Germany. The 
absence of systematic resistance of the working 
masses has made it easier for the German bour
geoisie to pas~ a number of Emergency Decrees, 
behind which stood the entire apparatus of the 
bourgeois state. And yet the strike wave in 
Poland prevented the government of Pilsudsky 
from following the German t•xample. The 
government of Pilsudsky was forced, for the time 
being, to swallow its first attempt at the liquida
tion of :-;tate social insurance, under the influenct· 
of but a thr('at of a general protest strike. This. 
manoeuvre of the g-overnment could not prevent 
the strike. 

\Ve have no intention at all of affirming that 
the strike strugg-le must play the same part every
where as it does, for instance, in Poland. With 
the pr~sent degree of radicalisation of the 
millions of masl'es of the German proletariat, 
drawn into the whirlpool of the political struggle, 
and the present home and foreig-n situation of 
Germany, the sharp economic crisis, the growing 
political pressure of the fascist regime, and the 
partial political crisis of the fascist regime 
at the top,- in this situation in Germany, 
the strike movement cannot play so big a 
part, compared with other forms of political 
struggle, as it does in Poland. The heroic 
examples of the physical mass resistance to the 
fa,scist bands, such as Altenau, art· becoming a 
model worthy of imitation by other countries. But 
the political struggles, in awakening in the work
ing class a feeling- of its own power, will also 
unleash and give rise to a strike struggle of the 
working masses against the economic offensive 
of capital. And on the other hand, under the 
influence of these two factors, mass political 
strikes will grow up to a general revolutionary 
strike, the splendid traditions of which are still 
alive in the German proletariat. 

The general line of development of the revolu
tionary upsurge in Germany is, in the maiu, the 
same as in Poland : not an automatic leap towards 
the decisive battles for power, but a quickened 
approach to them in the progress of the various 
forms of day-to-day battles (systematic resistance 
to the terror of fascist bands, economic and poli
tical strikes, demonstrations, etc.). One mu!'t 
run before one jumps. And this run forwnrd of 
the proletariat can only be attained in the process 
of stubborn day-to-day struggle. The tactics of 
the united front from below are still the most 
successful means for the revolutionary mobilisa
tion of the masses. The Communist Partv of 
Germany, despite its individual mistakes, · ha~ 
prO\·idecl examples of Rolshe\·ist applic:at ion of 
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these tactics recently which should be studied by 
other sections of the Comintern. 

Only the wide united front, the starting point 
of which is the spontaneous yearning of the 
masses for unity in the struggle against the offen
sive of capital and fascism, can become the lever 
which will set miJJions of masses of the prole
tariilt in motion. Only the tactics of the united 
front, deprived of illusions in relation to social
fascism, free from the capitulation and under
estimation of our independent leading r6le of the 
right wing, and "left" commanding of the 
masses,-only this will make it possible for us to 
win the masse:; who are following the Social
Democracy, and smash its mass basis among the 
proletariat. . 

The greatest obstacle in this path is the 
conception of the united front as an understand
ing, or a bloc, with the social-fascist leaders. 
This united front from above, which was some, 
time ago applied by the right wing group of
Brandler in the German Communist Party and 
by Kostcheva in Poland, is beginning to arise 
again in various forms among those militants (it 
is true, ,but individual ones) who are ready to 
accept the "left" manoeuvres of Social-Demo
cracy as sterling, as a factor, which, it is alleged, 
will help us in the organisation of the day-to-day 
struggle. These -militants regard the recent 
measures of the German comrades, directed 
to the exposure of the leaders of Social
Democracy, as a united front from above with 
these leaders, and demand the application of the 
same methods in Poland. 

They forget that the Sixth ·Congress of the 
Comintern, proceeding from the necessity of 
sharpening the struggle against Social-Demo
cracy, emphatically shifted the centre of gravity 
to the united front from below, i.e., also {(with 
the sincerely erring Social-Democratic workers.'' 
This proposition remains absolutely essential in 
the present conditions of volcanic tension in class 
~mtagonisms. The united front, as a method of 
mobilisation of the working masses for the revo
ltttimlllry struggle, has nothing in common with 
the coaxing of the Social-Democratic head
quarters, which is based upon the opportunist 
view, that Social-Democracy is ceasing to be the 

PLE,ASE NOTE 

chief social support of the bourgeoisie in the 
working class. There have been a number of 
occasions on which there was a relapse to the 
theory of the double-edged weapons, which is 
accompanied by a retreat before the growing diffi
culties of the independent leadership of the :ltrike 
struggles. This theory has become the source of 
opportunist mistakes of the Czech comrades in 
Ostrau at the time of the miners' strike.* Hold
ing the view that the left manoeuvres of Social
Democracy are radicalising the masses and are 
making it easier ,for us to win the reformist 
workers, these comrades found themselves at the 
tail end of the social-fascists. 

The tendency to go a part of the way to Social
Democracy, to substitute the united front from 
helow by the united front with the Social
Democratic headquarters, is at present the chief 
danger from the right. This tendency, just as 
the sectarian attitude to the Social-Democratic 
and non-party workers, isolates us from the 
masses; 

Also one must not mechanically transfer the 
broadening of the framework of the united front 
in Germany, which has been called forth by the 
special situation in that country, to other ~ections, 
regardless of the concrete methods of manreuvring 
of Social-Democracy, its position tin the state 
apparatus, of the co-telation of forces between 
us and the Socia-l-Democracy, the degree of the 
process of decomposition in its rank-and-file 
organisations, etc. The same form, which under 
one set of conditions wouid facilitate the 
strengthening of its position in the masses, may 
weaken it, in another. 

Every measure which is intended to expose the 
Social-Democratic leaders must be based upon 
the broad organisation of the united front from 
below with the non-party and the Social-Demo
cratic workers. 

Only with the aid of the tactic of the united 
front in it::; Bolshevist application, will the Com
munist Parties be able to win a majority of the 
working class for the overthrow of capitalism, 
for the establishment of the dictatorship of the 
proletariat, for a revolutionary \Vav out of the 
crisis. · · 

•See N&. I I /12 "Communist International." 

The publishers urgently need your spare copies 
of No. 8, Vol. I X, which will be allowed for 
at the usual rate. 
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THE WORLD ECONOMIC CRISIS AND THE END 
OF CAPITALIST STABILISATION 

By L. MADY AR. 

T HE capitalist world has entered the fourth 
year of an unprecedented economic crisis. No 

justifiable foundation exists for the assertion 
that the crisis "is abating" :iince it grows 
deeper as time passes. Data covering the 
drop in production for individual countries or 
individual branches of production, and on (the 
growing unemployment, indicate to what capacity 
the production equipment of various capitalist 
countries is loaded, how means of production and 
finished goods are being destroyed, wages being 
lowered and how capital·ism has engineered its 
onslaught against the social gains of the working 
class. All this is striking proof of the fact that 
the crisis is becoming more and more acute. 
There is no need to examine the other indices 
of the crisis such as the decline in internal trade 
and freight turnover within certain countries and 
on the world market, the decline in prices, the 
widening gap between the prices of manufactured 
goods and agricultural produce, the rapid expan
sion of the credit crisis, the currency crisis in the 
majority of capitalist countries, mass bank
ruptcies, impoverishment, pauperism, the ruin of 
the' petty bourgeois and peasant masses, etc. 
There is no point in wasting time and effort to 
prove incontrovertible facts. 

There was a time when the question as to 
whether, or not, a crisis existed, and whether it 
would, or would not, spread was a matter of dis
pute. There "·as a time when the fluctuation 
of the market served as a point for discussion 
as to whether, or not, the crisis wa:i coming to an 
end. There was much discussion, at one time, as 
to whether, or not, the crisis would affect all 
countries, and all branches of production, whether 
the development of the crisis would be eased or 
aggravated by the monopolistic character of 
capitalism, whether or not capitalism is 
organised, whether economic factors could be 
equalised or regulated under a condition of mono
polistic capitalism. There has been considerable 
argument as to ,,·hether reparations and war 
debts cause the crisis and ,,·hether the removal 
of these problems woulrl solye the crisis, v.:hether 
the crisis could be solved by means of credit and 
currency reforms, whether a policy of deflation 
or inflation would put an end to the crisis, 
whether the expansion or restriction of credit 
would provide a way out of the crisis. All these 
debatable questions have been settled by the 
actual development of the cnsts. The crisis has 
become al1-cmbracing, it has swept over all 

countries and all branches of production. The 
monopolist character of capitalism aggravates the 
crisis instead of easing it. There is no "organ
ised" capitalist economy. The levelling or 
regulation of market fluctuations is utterly im
possible. Reparations and war debts are merely 
factors for intensifying the crisis, and are not 
its cause. Credit and currency measures cannot 
effect a cure of the crisis. Neither inflation nor 
deflation are a remedy for the crisis, etc., etc. 

All bourgeois and Social-Democratic theories 
have been proved unsound. The Marxian
Leninist theory of crises alone has prove<f 
triumphant. It alone proved able to orientate 
itself in the complex manifestations of the crisis. 

\Ve believe it hardly necessary to prove that 
the boom which suddenly struck the New York 
Stock Exchange at the end of 1 uly and which 
registered so violent a jump, is no indication of 
an alleviation of the economic situation. The 
crisis is attacking Hoover, and the latter is now 
trying to wage war against the crisis. By 
mobilising the resources of the Financial Recon
struction Corporation, and the Federal ReserYe 
Banks, and risking the stability of the dollar, 
the United States Government is injecting tre
mendous sums and huge credits into the money 
market for speculation on the Stock Exchange. 
Such measures have made it possible for quota
tions on the Stock Exchange to jump Bo-100 per 
cent. during the course of a fortnight to three 
weeks. Naturally enough, short-term credit and 
free capital of other countries immediately turned 
towards the New York Stock Exchange to 
get in on the speculation. The prices of a 
number of speculative commodities, particularly 
non-ferrous metals and rubber, rose. American 
bankers promise to organise a ·'pool" in order 
to raise prices on wheat and cotton. In view of 
the poor wheat crop in the V .S.A. and prospects 
of a bad crop in Canada, prices on wheat have 
risen of themselves. Nevertheless, the activity 
of the Stock Exchange in no way corresponds 
to anv actual improvement in the sphere of pro
ducti~n and trade. On the contrary. 1 uly regis
tered a further drop in production in the LT .S.A. 
The Stock Exchange acti,·ity merely signalises 
that Hoover is impelled by a burning desire to 
win the presidential election and in no way indi
cates a turning point or change in the economic 
condition. There is verv little room for doubt 
that the Stock Exchange activity in New York 
will only affect the crisis in so far as it will 
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ser\'e as the beginning for a new serious rdapse 
and further spread of the crisis. 

We shall not attempt here to quote numerical 
data covering the three-year period of the world 
economic crisis, for they are fairly well known. 
Capitalist production has been thrust back three 
or four decades as far as volume of production is 
concerned. Even the economy of France, which 
two years ago, seemed an oasis in the desert of 
crisis, has proved a mirage, and dropped to a 
level below that of pre-war. The U.S.A., the 
dominant capitalist country, has sunk to the level 
of the nineties of the last century. As far as 
the volume of production is concerned, the entire 
capitalistic world, as a whole stands at the level 
of the close of the nineteenth, and begin11ing of 
the twentieth centuries. The volume of industrial 
production of the capitalist world has decreased 
10 per cent. below that of the pre-war level. Pro
ductive forces have made gigantic strides forward 
during the said period. Therefore the contradic
tions between the developed productive forces 
and their capitalist social form are all the more 
acute. The post-war development of capitalism 
is characterised by the fact that an increasing 
share of the producing machinery of capitalism 
stands idle, which is one of the manifestations of 
a general capitalist crisi'i. This contradiction 
has now developed to a point of absurdity. 
Capitalist production moves in cycles. Capitalist 
production moves in a rotation of phases of lull, 
average production, boom, crisis. History has 
heretofore never recorded a capitalist crisis which 
forced capitalist production lower than the start
ing point of the cycle. In the period of mono
polist capitalism the movement of the cycle has 
been subjected to considerable alterations. Its 
most serious changes have taken place during the 
period of the general crisis of capitalism. The 
world war, to begin with, forced capitalist pro
duction back several years below that of prt>-war 
level. At the present time, momentarily fr~e of 
large-sca:e wars, still free so far of world wars, 
the volume of production in the capitalist world 
has fallen back thirty to forty years. 

The formation of a permanent army of unem
ployed among a constantly growing section of 
the working class is one of the manifestations of 
the general crisis. The chief, basic force of pro
duction, the revolutionary class,-the proletariat, 
kas suffered most keenly from unemployment dur
ing the period of general crisis. The pulse of 
economic life beats too slowly for capitalism to 
be able to eliminate unemployment in the post
war period of a general capitalist crisis. On the 
8ontrary, we have seen a rise in production 
simultaneously with an increase in unemploy
ment. Rationalisation effected this irrationality. 

However, at the present time over half the total 
number of industrial workers in the capitalist 
world are completely or partially unemployed~ 
More than half the production machinery, and· 
more than half the basic force of production, th' 
proletariat are beyond the pale of production. 

Capitalism's principal historical mission! was 
to develop the forces of production. Such 
development progressed at a most rapid pace in 
consequence of crises. The renewal of basic 
capital, perfection of technique, and the improve
ment of the organic composition of capital, were 
the most significant means for overcoming crises. 
By adopting such measures, the capitalists 
sought to attain, and did attain, a reduction in 
production costs. Improved technique, plus 
wage-cuts, were the mainsprings for lowering 
production costs, and entering a new cycle. 
Wage-cuts became the chief means in diminish
ing production costs during the present crist.s. 
Technical improvements and the. renewal of basic 
capital have been extremely limited. The 
Economic Research Institute in Germany, in its 
most recent reports, established and proved that 
new capital investments are so insignificant 
throughout the capitalist world, and that produc
tion of means of production is so restricted, that 
they are inadequate to make good the amortisa
tion of basic capital. Machine construction, and 
the production of means of production, were 
dealt most crushing blows in outstanding tmperi
alist countries. Export of machinery from the 
U.S.A., England and Germany have in the main 
been to the U.S.S.R. New capital issues in the 
U.S.A. reveal a typical picture in this respect. 
The first three months of 1932 registered invest
ments of $1 so,ooo for private industry, 
$3,425,ooo in railroads, and $11s,ooo,ooo in 
public utilities. Building activity in all capitalist 
lands w"s almost at a complete standstill in the 
spring of HJ32· The supporters of the National 
Government in England pride themselves on the 
fact that the introduction of a tariff has speeded 
up building operations and that new factorie~ 
are being built. As a matter of fact the new 
tariff has led to the transfer of a number of 
factories trom Holland, Switzerland, anci Ger
many to Eng-land. The manufactures concuned 
are articles like eau de Colog-ne, g1ove'i, con
fectionery, perfumery, choco~ate, etc. Produc
tion of this nature does not get one very f~r. It 
goes without saying that production of munitions 
for war is expanding in the U.S.A., (iernwny, 
Czecho-Slovakia nnd France; manv metallurgi
cal and chemical plants have tu~ned to war 
production. New industrial construction is very 
rare and the engineering industry has been more 
severely afl"ected hy the crisi!' than havf' other 
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branches of industry. The metallurgical industry 
ot the U.S.A. is working to only I2-IS per cent. 
capacity. German machine-tool plants are run
nang at 30 per cent. capacity. The explanation 
of this is that rationalisation was effected during 
a period of boom. In the U.S.A., Germany, 
France, the renewal of basic capital and the 
improved technique were brought about during 
a wave of a rising economic prosperity, :-tnd this 
has created additional difficulties for the tt!newa I 
of basic capital. Tremendous capital was 
expended to effect rationalisation. It would 
now be necessary to either morally or phy
sically destroy this capital. Hence the reaction
ary theory prevalent in the bourgeois camp as to 
the danger of technical progress. 

Never before has capitalism found itself in so 
grave a conflict with the forces of pnxluction 
which it has itself created, with science aoo technique and above all with the chief force 
of production-the proletariat, as it is now. 

2 • ...,..-NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN ·JHE CRISIS. 

The following new elements have come to the 
fore during the preceding year in the develop
ment of the crisis. 

I. A further drop in industrial production. A 
deepening of the crisis in a number of countries 
whit~h lutd managed to ward it off longer than 
others (France, the Scandinavian countries, etc.). 

l. A marked intensification of the agrarian 
crisis which finds expression in the universaL 
scope of said agrarian crisis, affecting all branches 
of agricultural production. The dairy and live 
stock branches, whk·h withstood tht' earlv year~ 
of crisis comparatively well, have now also been 
drawn into its whirlpool. The agrarian crisis 
has already resulted in a decrea:;e in the sown 
area, ~nd in smalle~ livestock h~rds in many 
countnes. There •s a regressive movement 
towards raising food produce instead of technical 
crops. Quantities of mineral fertiliser used arc 
continuously diminishing. 

3· Another new feature in the development of 
the crisis is the noticeable decrease in the pro
?uction of means of consumption throughout all 
Important capitalist countries during I932. The 
crisis, developing- irregularly, has hit the produc
tion of means of production hardest of all. In 
the largest imperialist countries production of 
means of consumption has fallen far more slowly 
than that of means of production. The food in
dustry in the U.S. A. decr~ased in volume of pro
duction as compared with Its apex in I9I9 only 
4·9 per cent. by December, 193 I. The general 
index of production in Germany dropped to s6. I 
per ~ent. between I928 and January, I932, pro
duction of means of production to 44·3 per cent. 

and the production of means of consumption only 
to 76.6 per cent. The footwear industry in the 
U.S.A. decreased its output 47·4 per cent. by the 
end of I93I, and in Germany, 36.6 per ceut. The 
decrease from the zenith reached in 1929 for the 
textile industry of the li.S.A. was 29.3 per cent., 
for England I4.2 per cent., France 39.2 per cent., 
Poland 47 ·9 per cent., by I93 I ; the woollen mills 
of the U.S.A. experienced a fall in production of 
46.7 per cent., France 23.4 per cent; the silk 
industry in the U.S.A. I8.g per cent., England 
I6.8 per cent., Japan 15.6 per cent. In I932, 
however, the leading imperialist lands alSQ 
suffered a heavy drop in the production of means 
of L"'nsumption. The impoverishment of the 
masses hastened the development of th~ crisis ia 
these branches. 

4· Every hope for stabilisation of prices was 
completely dissipated. The general price level 
still reveals a tendency to drop. At the same time 
the price policy of monopolistic corporations and 
financial oligarchies has caused the scissor 
blades* not merely not to close but to spread even 
further apart. l\'lonopolistic capitalism has 
created and the crisis has opened at lcaast five 
different scissorolades ; the scissors between the 
monopoly of prices and the prices of branches of 
industry not included in cartels; the -;cissors 
between prices of manufactured goods and agri
cultural and colonial produce; the scissors 
between h1gh monopoly prices on the home 
market and dumping prices for foreig-n markets ; 
scissors between wholesale and retail prices and 
lastly the scissors between monopolistic high sell
ing prices and low purchasing prices. The latter 
requires some explanation. Monopolistic cor
porations pursue a policy of establishing high 
monopoly prices and this is generally accepted as 
representing the policy of monopoly prices. 
Howcvt~r, it is onlv one side of the medal. 
Simultaneously the cartels, trusts, syndicates and 
concerns are straining every effort to purchase 
needed raw materials at low monopoly prices. 
Moreover, the financial crisis resulted in the 
formation of a series of monopolistic corporations 
in the field of trading, which sought to purchase 
various goods at low prices, from the producers, 
and dispose of them, to the consumer, at high 
prices. The Standard Oil Company purchases 
oil at low monopoly prices from "independent" 
producers, and, after refining, it seeks to sell oil 
products at high monopoly prices. When the 
English and Dutch trusts merged anci formed a 
single trust, - Unilever, - prices of oil seed~ 
dropped, on an average of 27 per cent., because 
Unilever systematically began to force purchase 
prices down. This did not hinder them from 

*Scissors--d iscrfjl:tnc~ .-Ed. 
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selling soap, margarine, pedumc, etc., at high 
monopoly prices however. h •~ well known that 
almost aU world trade in grain is concentrated 
in the hands of four concerns, and that the~e 
wnccrns make every effort to force down prices 
at the place of purchase. A "pool" was organ
ised in the U.S.A. fur the purpose of purchasing 
rubber. This pool took advantage of the com
petition existing between English and Dutch 
planters, between plantation and peasant produc
tion. It not only destroyed all efforts to establish 
high m·onopoly prices on rubber, but is succesl<'· 
fully carrying through the establishment of Jow 
monopoly prices. Trade monopolists in Japan 
strain every effort to purchase .silk cocoons at low 
Jnonupuly prices. Simultaneously, the banks, 
exporters and government strive their utmost to 
raise the purchase price of raw silk. However, 
the U.S.A., the largest consumer, formed a pool 
which seeks to establish low prices for the pur
•hase of raw silk. In South American countries 
-the whole policy of the railroad companies, and 
monopoly owners of slaughter-house cold-storuge 
plants is. directed towards acquiring cattle at low 
mo[l()poly prices. At the same time they attempt 
to sell cold-storage meat at high monopoly 
prices. In various other countries the monopolis
tic trading corporations have expanded to an 
almost fantastic degree. Hungary has over 
1 ,200 trading-purchasing cartels which establish 
low monopoly prices on all agricultural products. 
Bulgaria, Rumania, Greece, Turkey, etc., are in 
exactly the same position. 

However, Jet us return to the scissors. The 
crisis has widened the scissors. No hopes remain 
that the disproportion between prices wil1 
diminish or be regulated. Contrariwise, this 
disproportion continues to grow, which means 
that monopolistic corporations plunder branches 
of industry which have no cartels, agriculture 
and agrarian and colonial countries. It means 
that the peasantry sells its products at low 
monopoly prices and purchases manufactured 
goods at high monopoly prices. It means tflat 
monopoly corporations, at the expense of robbing 
the home market by high monopoly prices, fol1ow 
a policy of dumping prices on foreign markets. 
It means that the decline in wholesale prices is 
not accompanied by a· corresponding drop in retail 
prices incidentally because the number of cartel 
agreemc>nts is spreading and increasing in the 
retail field. (Germany has about 33,000 cartel 
agreements in retail trade.) Thi~, in tum, means 
that the worker, toiling peasant, petty bourgeois 
and other consumers suffer the fuJJ brunt of the 
erisis, that the decrease in wholesale prices hardly 
affects them at all. 

5· The credit crisis which developed through-

out the summer of last year has become universal. 
An cvergrowing number of countries have stopped 
payment on their foreign ddJts, mcJu<.ling therf"in 
state, commercial and private debts. Bank
ruptcies ha,·e atiected large individual banks and 
have not spared the largest banks and trusts. In 
Austna the • • Kreditanstalt," in liermauy the 
'' Uuuatbank," Dresden Bank and NordwaJJ," in 
France the Bank of National Credit, Italy, Hanca 
Commerciulc, the Trans-American Corporation, 
Lee Higginson and Co., Insuli, in the U.S.A., 
the Krcug·ea· smash-up, the crisis of the Deterding 
concern all signalise that some of the most 
tormidablc strongholds of financial capita} have 
also fallen victims to the crisis. The majority of 
the \South-American and BaJkan oountries are 
virtually bankrupt. Germany, Austria, Hungary 
and Greece have also ceased payments on their 
debts. A partial moratorium has been declared in 
..t number of countries. Discount rates have been 
lowered again, many countries, including the 
U.S.A. are pursuing a policy of expanding 
l'redits.. This has failed, however, to prevent the 
maturing of the credit crisis. The world market 
of capital has been t.'Ompletely shot to pieces. 
Export of 'capital from the U.S.A., England, 
France, Switzerland, Holland and Belgium is 
almost at a complete standstill. During the tirst 
quarter of 1·932 no capital was exported fron1 the 
U.S.A. None but military-political loans .ue 
g-ranted by indiv.idual imperialist countries. Long 
term credit is almost completely di~ntinued. Yet 
the world market of capital has about so billion 
marks, short term credits, searching for specu-
1 ative investment. 

6. At the present stage, when the economy of 
capitalist countries is subordinate to finance 
capital, at the present stage of dt~velopment of 
the r61e of credit the crisis has created its peculiar 
blind alley in credit relations in general. Separate 
countries are in a position to meet their debts 
solely through export of commodities, service, 
gold, by selling part of their property, exporting 
labour, or by obtaining new loans, a11 of which, 
however, only postpones, but fails to solve the 
problem. The debtor countries have no gold. 
Sale of part of their property, bonds, securities 
fails to solve the problefln, for profits have to be 
paid on enterprises disposed of, dividends or 
interest must be declared on bonds and securities. 
As a rule, new loans are not granted during a 
credit crisis. The chief means of debt payments 
is by exporting goods. Yet this is the hitch, for 
world trade, measured in value, has dropped over 
one half, and prices have fa11en. Particularly is 
this so with regard to agricultural products from 
colonial and dependt-nt countries-which are the 
chi~f item of their export. Nearly all the debtor 
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countries, excepting Germany and Austria, pay 
their debts, in the main, by exporting agricul
tural products and raw materials. The point is 
that prices on agricultural products and colonial 
raw t{OOds have dropped more than other prices. 
If debts arc to be met by exporting wheat, c ()ffec, 
cotton, wool, jute, rubber, copper, lead, etc., it 
is essential to export double or treble the amount 
of these goods. The debts, however, remain 
unatfected, while prices have dropped to half or 
one-third. This is the reason for the dead-lock 
in inter-state credit relations. The same fact 
permits creditor lands to tighten their debt noo~e 
on the debtor lands. Former debts, declining 
prices, diminished trade forllli a chain of new con
tradictions. Moreover, the credit lands do not 
permit the debtor lands to declare themselv~ti 
bankrupt, thereby shaking oft" at least part of 
their debts. They give them no opportunity to 
live - but their death is prohibited - this is the 
fate of countries dependent on rentier states. 

Internal credit relatious which have developed 
in separate countries have created an even more 
confused condition. The banks and monopolies 
have attempted to preserve enterprises dependent 
on them, enterprises in which they hold interests 
by warrant of invested capital, by extending such 
enterprises credits. But the point is that the 
burden of debts at a time of crisis, depreciation of 
capital, complications arising from disposing of 
production, the priee decline, have become un
bearable. After the war agriculture annulled its 
hypothecary (mortgage) debts in most countries. 
The landlord and kulak came out debt free. 
Naturally the poor and middle peasant were not 
relieved of usurious debts. During the stabilis
ation period practically everywhere the pre-war 
level was reached as far as hypothetic debts were 
concerned. Prices on agricultural produce how
ever, dropped 48.2 per cent. in the U.S.A., 30.9 
per cent. in England and 29.4 per cent. in Ger
many. These are mean prices. Wheat dropped 
o2.5 per cent., cotton 49·4 per cent., wool 57 
per cent., etc. How is it possible to pay old 
rlebts at current prices? Industry wiped out its 
debts in a number of countries, or met them to 
a considerable degree, during the period of post
war inflation. At the present time the debts of 
industry absolutely and relatively, considerably 
exceed the pre-war -debt level. Manufactured 
g-oods have dropped on the average 27 ·4 per cent. 
i:1 the U.S.A., 24.2 per cent. in England, 17.9 
per cent. in Germany. Debts remain stationary. 
Production has diminished to half and prices on 
manufactured goods have dropped 2o-3o-4o per 
cent. 

A deadlock (for which it is most difficult to find 
a solution) arises at the present stage of economy's 

dependence on finance capital, at the preseat 
stage of development of the rOle of the banks. 

7. The collapse of the unified world currency 
system is a new factor in the development 
of the crisis. This process had commenced even 
earlier. The money units of a number of South
American countries, Spain, Turkey, Yugo-Slavia, 
Rumania have become valueless. What great 
havoc China, India, Persia and Abysiunia 
suffered in consequence of the devaluation of 
silver is well known. However, in September 
last year the gold standard was revoked in Eng
land; Japan followed suit. The Scandinavian 
countries, Australia, Canada, Portugal and India 
also depreciated their currency. At that time a 
number of countries like Germany, Hungary, 
Austria supported their rate of exchange exclus
ively by administrative measures and interdic
tions. Actually to-day the gold standard is main
tained only by the U.S.A., France, Holland, 
Belgium, Switzerland and very relatively by 
Italy. England, Japan and forty other capitalist 
lands have suffered a varying money devaluation. 
Germany, Hungary, Austria, etc., still maintain 
the gold standard, but merely formally. Coun
tries with a silver currency such as China, India, 
etc., have been dealt a new crushing blow as a 
result of the new silver devaluation, which 
occurred during the summer of 1932. 

8. The frenzied struggle for markets, raw 
material sources, economic territory, inflation, 
as means of fighting for foreign markets, the 
struggle for gold and its redistribution, the inten
sification of dumping, embittered struggle for an 
active trade and payment balance, the tariff war, 
administrative and currency measures, decrease 
in ~oods turnover and price decline have occa
sioned an enormous diminishing of world trade. 
At the pn~sent time world trade is less than half 
wha.t it was in 1929. The unity of the world 
market of commodities has been ruptured. 

We have limited ourselves here to an economic 
summary, tMllporarily desisting from discussing 
its social· consequences. Yet these are gloomy 
enough from the standpoint of capitalism. 
\.-GN THE PF.CULIARITIES AND SPECIFIC FEATURES 

OF THE CRISIS. 
The outstanding feature of the present crisis 

lies in the fact that its course is being run in a 
condition of a general crisis of capitalism. The 
present crisis is a crisis at a definite level of 
development of monopolist capitalism. The 
peculiarities and special features in the develop
ment of the crisis are determined by the existing 
state of monopolistic development, the present 
stag-e subjection of all economy to finance capital, 
the present r~le of the financial oligarchy in 
economy and its policies. 
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We hold the opinion that even many Commun
ists devote too little consideration to just these 
these factors. Politicians. economists, ideolog
ists of the bourgeoisie and Social-Democracy 
to-day already "recognise" the crisis but they 
seck in every way to portray it as .11 sort of 
elemental outburst, as a "normal" crisis of 
capitalism. Obviously capitalism cannot exist 
without crises. But the depth anct sharpness of 
the present crisis, its painful-drawn out festering 
and protraction arc determined by the policy of 
monopolist mergers, the policy of the financial 
obligarchy, and the policy of bourgeois govern
numts. 

1. Monopolist mergers, and the financial olig
archy control levers which enable them to find 
wavs to maintain their position despite a de
cre~lsed production. Never before in the history 
of crises has decreased production which is 
synonomous with unemployment, attaint-d such 
~igantic, unprecedented scope as at the present. 
Even the quite plausible gentlemen from the 
League of Nations admit this. 

I con smelting in the six most important coun
tries (England, France, Germany, Belgium, 
Sweden, the U.S.A.), dropped as follows during 
pn:vious crises : 8 per cent. in 1873-1874, 10 per 
cent. in 1883-1885, 6.5 per cent. in 18go-18g2. 
During the crisis of lgo<rOI the decrease covered 
0.25 per cent. In the crisis of 1g<>i-o8 the drop 
waFo expressed by 23 per cent. and in the crisis 
of 1920-21 it amounted to 40 per cent. whereas 
to-clay it exceeds 6o per cent. The production 
drop, due to the crisis becomes extremely great 
during the period of imperialism, the period of 
monopolistic capitalism. One cannot fail to be 
struck by 1 he fact that in the period of gcm~ral 
,., isis of ·capitalism, the crisis drop becomes even 
l!tl'ater. 

Import"' ol cotton to Englantl de•cn•;.scd (> per 
cent. during 1873-75, 8 per cent. during 1884-85, 
38 per cent. during 1go7~o8 and 42 per ct=nt. 
during 192o-2 1. . 

No end of figures could be quoted which con
firm the oremisc that the development of mono
poly leads to a constantly growing decrease in 
production during a crisis period. Crises during· 
the period of industrial capitalism have invari
ably heen accompanied by a sharper drop in 
price!' and less restriction in production. Now 
in those branches where monopoly is strongest 
we hav(• the greatest contraction of production 
ancl the least decline in prices. In consequence, 
the working class is the victim of an unprece
dented r'ise of unemployment! and impoverish
ment. 

2. Parallel to this monopolist trusts and finance 
c..·.tpitaJ strain every nerve to maintain monopoly 

prices, or at any rate to prevent their fall by 
establishing goods reserves. It suffices to men
tion that the wheat reserves in 1921 covered 10.2 
million and in 1930, 19 million tons. Sugar 
reserves in 1913 totalled 1,279,000 tons and 
J,2I6,ooo tons in 1930; the cotfee reserve was 
1.2 million sacks in 1913 and 21.2 million sacks 
in 1930. A similar state of affairs is found with 
regard to the reserves of cotton, lead, tin, 
copper, rubber, silk, coal, etc. Large stocks of 
goods failed to prevent a drop in prices; on the 
contrary, these tremendous reserves are a burden 
to the market, affect prices and prevent their 
rising. 

J· The gigantic concentration of capital whose . 
... cupc has now become that of a monopoly, is 
ddermined by a third peculiarity of the crisis, 
tremendously vital from the angle of production 
l·osts. The organic composition of capital has 
grown hugely. Yet a tremendous share of pro
duction machinery now lies idle. Inasmuch as 
this frozen section of capital belongs to monopo
lies 1t demands profit. At the present stage of 
concentration of capital, the existing centralised 
production, the present level of development of 
monopolies, the operation of plants at full 
capacity is essential for low costs of production. 
At C\1 time of crisis, a condition in which an enter
prise is not fuiJy explo&ted, the discontinuance of 
mass production and mass sales are factors 
which have the opposite effect, adding to the 
produt:tton cost per goods unit. Schmallenbach, 
the bourgeois economist, draws attention to the 
growing role of so-called "fixed" charges in the 
economy ot monopolist capitalism, whether it 
operates at full capacity or not, obligations have 
to be met, dividends declared, taxes paid, the 
rnanagement must be retained, part of the basic 
capital be written off, etc. All these fixed 
charges arc included in the production cost, and 
when mass production is discontinued production 
cust per ; unit naturally increases considerably. 
Another by no means unimportant fact must also 
he reckoned with-the over-capitalising of under
takings, under the conditions of monopolist 
capitalism. A concrete example is given as an 
illustration : the actual value of all the mills and 
enterprises of the United State Steel Corporation, 
is somewhere between 430 to 6oo milJion dollars. 
In expectation of monopoly profits the promoters 
of the Steel Trust fixed the basic capital at 
r ,5oo,ooo,ooo dollars, and stock was issued to 
that sum. The difference between the actual 
value of the undertaking, and the watered share 
capital was pocketed by the promoters. As long 
as business prospered monopoly prices guaran
teed high monopoly profits even for the watered 
capite1l. However, at the present time the steel 
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trust enterprises are running at only 12-15 per 
per cent. capacity. At most, a c.;apital valued at 
90,ooo,ooo dollars is being utilised. Dividends 
however, must be paid on share capital of 1,5oo 
million dollars. A similar picture is observed in 
the German Steel Mill merger and other large 
concerns and trusts of monopolistic capitalism. 
Under free competition, dead enterprises would 
have gone bankrupt, and had no share in the 
distribution of profits. Under the conditions of 
monopolistic capitalism the financial obligarchy 
does its utmost to guaran'tee its profits as a 
monopoly even for the dead (frozen) share of 
capital. These efforts are naturally not invari
ably crowned with success, and the decrease in 
mass profit has already reached a state when 
large trusts, and even the biggest trusts and con
cerns are unable to declare dividends. 

Further, it must be taken into account that 
under the conditions of monopolist capitalism, 
monopoly combines expend tremendous sums in 
the effort to maintain their monopoly status. The 
German Potassium Cartel spent about 2,000 

million marks to eliminate outsiders. These 
"expenditures" also burden production and are 
included in the price set on goods. The German 
Cement Cartel bought out all outsiders to 
guarantee its share in distribution. It thus 
happened that even during the period of the 
zenith of economic prosperity the cement cartel 
could utilise only JD-35 per cent. of its produc
tion equipment. However, prices were estab
lished so that monopoly super-profit was gained 
on the entire capital. Society was forced to pay 
tribute to the big-guns of monopolist capitalism. 

The question of cartel prices arises in this con
nection. Production prices under conditions of 
free competition equal production cost plus thf' 
average profit. ·Furthermore, the production 
cost is regulated by such costs during normal 
conditions. Com~tition sees to it that the pro
duction cost is established by the cost of the 
manufactured article, produced by capital of 
average organic composition. However, cartel!' 
include enterprises with varying organic com
position of capital. The pre-condition to a cartel 
organisation is receipt of average profits by the 
V!n~rpr~se fhaving the ,poorqst prg.an~c capitaa 
composition. Cartel prices equal cost of produc
tion of the worst enterprise plus average pr\lfit. 
The remaining enterprises with the best organic 
capital composition receive cartel, i.e., monopolv 
super-profits. It must also be borne in mind, 
that, under free competition, should the market 
he overstocked, its prices are regulated by the 
part of goods purchased under the most favour
able conditions. This w:as what prevented a 
sharp decline in prices during crisis In the period 

of unrestricted competiti<m. Market prices of 
commodities of branches of industry orgamsecl 
into cartels are, under a condition of monopolist 
capitalism, regulated by the share of goods 
manutactured under the Jeast favourable coudi
tion!:i. 

We thus see that no matter whether it be a 
(jUestion of trusts, concerns or cartels, a det.:rease 
ju production costs encounters serious uiJstacJes 
which monopolist capitalism it~elf advances. 

4· The striving to preserve monopohst super
proht by means of a policy of monopoly prices IS 

also added. Restriction in production, holding 
goods rt!l)crves back, shilling ot tax burdens, the 
tariff polic.v, . national :andj international agree
ments, every method and means available are 
used as Jevers to attain this goal. Wage deduc
tions however are the cluef means employed. We 
have already pointed out that "scissors" are a 
result of the price policy pursued by monopoly 
mergers. The broadening out of the scissors 
means that monopolised branches get the share 
of profits of non-monopolised branches, acceler
ate the ruin of the peasantry, the petty bour
_g-eoisie, agrarian and colonial countries. First 
and foremost it hastens the process of impovcris
ation of the working class. But thereby the 
home market shrinks as does the foreign market 
ami in consequence of the frenzied struggle for 
monopolist profits, monopoly mergers collapse, 
cartels break up, national and international 
agreements on prices, decreased production, 
partition of markets, export quotas, etc., etc., 
are dissolved. 

5· Monopoly Trusts and large banks attempt 
tn save from bankruptcy enterprises in which they 
are in one or another way interested. These 
attempts are not always successful. The bank
ruptcy of indivirlual large banks, trusts and con
c~rns graphically shows that the deadweight of 
so many bankrupt enterprises was able to drag 
down giants of financial capital with it. At the 
same time the crisis furnisheSt a rarely favourable 
condition for further concentration of capital, for 
buying up bankrupt enterprises, for purchase of 
shares which have dropped, to fuse various f"nter
pnses. to torcc- the weaker and middle-size enter
prises under the heel of financial capital, etc. 
'l'his process is still more hastened by the fact, 
that during a credit crisis, the weak and middle 
size enterprises obtain no credit, while the larger 
and most important banks, concerns and trusts 
get additional credits. 

6. The present crtsts has, with extra
ordinary clarity and force, revealed the real, 
commanding r6le of the financial oligarchy . 
. Lenin's teachings on the financial oligar<;hy are 
daily confirmed by the actual progress of the crisis. 
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His teachings on the inter-relation between the 
s.tate power and the financial oligarchy are most 
graphically and con~incingly confirmed. To 
preserve or strengthen individual groups of the 
financial oligarchy, the biggest banks, trusts aud 
concerns, bourgeois governments stop at nothing. 
The • • restoratjon'' of the .Rothschild Bank in 
Austria, of the U .Banks in tiennany, the sal
vati,,n ot the largest ship-building comparues by 
the government, purchase of all the shar ... es of the 
United Steel Mills by the German Government, 
the ''restoration'' of the Bank of National Credit 
by the French Government, the "reorgani~ation" 
of the Uanca Cornmerciale of Italy are but 
several instances of the plundering of vast state 
means for the purp@se of saving individual 
groups of the financial oligarchy. 

The restoration of the D Hanks alone cost the 
German government Soo,ooo,ooo marks. The 
Federal Bank statutes in the U.S.A. were altered 
in the interests of the largest banks and trusts, 
the ''Reconstruction Finance Corporation'' was 
organised, state credit and the stability of the 
dollar were subjected to risk. The buying up of 
shares, tree credit, state decrees, participation in 
corporation · capital, credit guarantees, taxe~. 
tariffs and other pr~vil\~ges, direct subsidies, 
transfer of losses to the account of the state 
budget were the outstanding means of wasting 
government funds by individual groups of the 
financial oligarchy. Naturally a bitter, <..'Otllpeti
tive struggle js waged within the financial 
oligarchy for the sharing of tht- state pickings. 
One can hardly completely cornpr·ehend the pre
sent situation in Germany without giving con
sideration to this struggle between various 
groups of the financial oligarchy. Inflation in 
the interests of certain groups of capitalists and 
landlords was even resorted to on several 
occasions, or, at any rate, they used inflation in 
order to enrich themselves. Such measures on 
the part of bourgeois govet;nments are denomin
ated a::, '•'state capitaHsm" hy Social-Democracy. 
However, measures of this kind, engineered by 
bourgeois governments, in the mteres~s of 
individual groups of the financial oligarchy 
heavily burden the state budget, already dis
turbed, draw the emission banks into the vortex 
of crisis, subject state credits to further risk, place 
new tax burdens on the toilers, the workers to 
begin with, and aggravate the crisis of capitalist 
economy as a whole. 

Solution of the crisis was sought during the 
period of free competition by diminishing produc
tion, price reduction, depreciation of basic capital, 
a ~imilar depreciation of fictitious capital, wage 
reductions, destruction and squandering of goods 
reserves, renewal of the basic capital, purging 

econ0my of weak, decayed enterprises, and 
decreasing the cost of production. Monopolist 
capitalism introduced a number of very significant 
featufes and peculiarities into the movement of 
the crisis, vitally affecting its development. We 
note that during the maturing of the crisis, a 
number of contradictions themselves stimulating 
it (the crisis) have been aggravgated. 

Three y(·ars of crisis without any automaticJ 
smooth, peaceful-calm, mechanical solution way 
out of it. 

Three years of crisis and no automatic, 
mechanically approaching, fatalist, certain col
lapse oi capitalism. 

Hopes for the automatic collapse of capitalism 
have also been destroyed. Such were the hopes 
with which the Social-Democrat~ and right oppor
tunists consoled themselves. 

Hopes for an automatic solution fpr capitalism 
in the crisis have ~lso vanished. They were the 
hopes with which t11e "left" opportunists deluded 
themselves. 

If thi~ be the case ; th~ question becomes even 
more acute and pressing : Where are we? Where 
is the capitalist world at? In what direction is 
the crisis developing? What outlook is there for 
its development? 

4.-ECONOMIC SUMMARY OF THE CRISIS. 
The economic result of the period of a relative, 

temporary stabilisation of capitalism expressed 
itself by growth in the physical volume of indus
trial producti<?n, in the development of means of 
production and techn;ical improvements, the 
restoration of agriculture, establishment of a 
unified world market of commodities and capital, 
in the formation of a unified world mQney system. 

The world economic crisis wiped out, made 
dust of the chief victories won by the temporary 
stabilisation of capitalism. Taking the most 
important types of raw materials - coal, iron, 
steel and oil-~me sees that the physical volume 
of production at the end of I93I, oil excepted, 
was .at a level below that of pre-war and even 
less than that of I92o. Coal extracted in I93I 
totalled in all capitalist countries of the world 
I ,344 million, in 1920 I ,300 million and in 193I 
1,012 million tons. Smelted iron totalled 78 
million tons in I9I3, 6I million in 1920 and 50.7 
million tons in 1931. Steel produced in 1913 
registered 75 million tons, 68 million in 1920 and 
6.1.8 million tons in I93I. Oil extracted in 1931 
amounted to so million, in i:920 to go million and 
I931 to I45 million tons. Oil excepted, other 
forms of basic raw material not only fell below 
the 193I level but below that of 1920. World 
capitalist production as a whole has been hurled 
back below pre-war level. 

Production forces, which developed during the 
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stabilisation period, are dead to a large extent. 
Technical progress has been halted. 

In agriculture the physical vol~me of prod.uc
tion for the basic crops,-wheat, nee, rye, matze, 
potatoes, sugar cane and sugar beet, coffee, 
cotton, tea, rubber, jute,-still exceed the pre
war level and more so that of 1920. However it 
is just this that makes the agrarian crisis so 
serious and destructive. 

The unity of the world commodity market has 
been punctured. The decrease in world trade has 
reached an unprecedented level, both absolutely 
and relatively. During the crisis of 1873-74 
world trade decreased S per cent., in I883-S4 4 
per cent., 18<)<>-91 it increased u.s per cent., in 
1900-01 only dropped 1 per cent., during 1907-

o8 the decline was 7 per cent., while during the 
crisis of 1929-32, world trade suft'ered a so per 
cent. drop. Parallel to this the unity of the mar
ket of world capital has been ruptured. Export 
of capital is practically at a standstill. The credit 

system of the capitalist world has been seriously 
disturbed. 

The unity of the world monetary system 
has also been rocked. Few countries have 
retained the gold standard which exists formally 
only, in many lands. England, Japan and forty 
other countnes are experiencing. a depreciation 
of muncy. Silver is rapidly falling in value. 

Simultaneously, output in the U.S.S.R. has 
increased, production forces have grown, 
collectivisation has been carried out, Socialism 
is winning great victories. 

Such arc the fundamental economic conclus
ions. They indicate that the economic world 
crisis has destroyed the Kains of a temporary 
relati·ve capitalist stabilisation. It indicates that 
the capitalist world no longer has stabilisation 
as far as economic relations are concerned. 
There is not even a temporary, relative, decayed, 
shaky stabilisation. This can also be said regard
ing the international and internal political rela
tious. Rut this requires a special article. 

THE CURRENT LINK OF THE MASS WORK OF 
THE COMMUNIST PARTIES• 

By M. YABLONSKY. 

WHY is the question of bringing the masses, 
who are frequently still unprepared for effec

tive revolutionary action, who have nut yet fully 
realised the necessity of such action, to decisi·ve 
revolutiotuuy battles, the most burning and 
important question fur the further devP-lopment 
of the revolutionary upsurge at the present time? 
\Vhy does only this question, rlnd the Bolshevist 
reply to it,. provide the key to a thoroughly con
crete and real enforcement of the united front 
tactic from below? 

This is due primarily to the given historical 
situation, to the specific character of the present 
moment which may be deciphered as a transition 
to " ne·w series of wars and re'llolutions. All the 
etTects of the economic crisis, which have been 
tremendously sharpened during the last year; the 
merciless attack upon wages, unemployment, the 
agrarian crisis, the immediate threat of a world 
imperialist war and intervention, the growth of 
indignation and spirit of revolt among the masses 
have already resulted in the general crisis of 
capitalism rising to a higher staKe. The revolu
tionary upsurge, predicted by the VI Congress, 
and clearly analysed in its basic outline hy the 

*Puhrsh,.11 as a discussion contribution.-Ed. Board. 

subsequent plenums (X and XI) of the E.C.C.I. 
has now reached such a quantitative swing and 
such internal tension that sharp turns, sudden 
''explosions" and upheavals have become not 
only probable, but inevitable in the immediate 
future. However, all this development proceeds 
uncvP-nly in the different countries, and is charac
terised even within them by spasmodic develop
ment, which is precisely sug-gesttve ot, a pre
revolutionary phase, of a still immature, or not 
quite mature, revolutionary situation. At the 
present time, antagonistic forces arc increasingly 
comin~ into motion practically throughout the 
world, but the forces of the revolutionary camp 
have not yet taken shape, have not yet moved 
into the open field as it \vere; the millions of 
workers and toilers have not yet formed a sing1e, 
organisational and political front under the 
leadership of the Communist Party, and the class 
enemy still maintains the initiative and even con
tinues his offensive. 

One who has carefully watched the develop
ment of the class battles in the different countries 
during the last year, not only in France, the 
United States, England, Scandinavia, etc., but 
al~o in the countries with more revolutionary 
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tension, such as Bulgaria, Czecho-Slovakia and 
even Poland, must conclude that the "sudden" 
sharp class battles are followed by a certain "lull'' 
in all these countries, marking a further hidden, 
sometimes slow, and sometimes speedy, polarisa
tion of the class forces. This strengthens the 
unevenness of the revolutionary upsurge. A cer
tain cxu:ption among the European countries is 
developing, by Germany where the elements of 
civil war have been dearly and openly growiug 
from day to day, and in the colonies by China, 
where the revolutionm y movement has been 
steadily g·rowing at an ever accelerating tempo, 
as is strikingly revealed by the victories of the 
Soviet regions. Thus, the present transitional 
phase in the development of the class struggle 
·creates specific objective conditions in the differ-
ent links of the imperialist chain for the further 
growth of the revolutionary upsurge, for its rise 
to a new, higher stage. This spasmodic develop
ment of events is necessarily supplemented by 
sharp shifts, by stormy outbreaks of the class 
struggle, when new deep layers of revolutionised 
masses of the working class arc ":mddenly" 
hurled to the top with volcanic force. A most 
striking example of this characteristic pheno
menon has lately been furnished by the heroic 
strike of the Belgian miners, which dearly 
revealed how much rebellion, and how many new 
revolutionary forces have accumulated among the 
working class recently. 

In dose relation to this is the subjective factor 
of the revolutiurtising of the working class, and 
other exploited non-proletarian ~sed ions of the 
population, which is highly indicative of the pre
sent sttuation. Of course, Ill I he countries which 
were afflicted by the crisis during its later stages 
(for instance, France), and in the countnes in 
which the crisis caused very deep and lengthy 
upheavals, but where the revolutionary traditions 
and the Communist Parties are weak (England 
and the United States), the revolutionising of the 
lll;tsses has been developing at an entirely diH'er
t'nt tempo, and with other quulitative character
istics than in the weakest links of imperialism, 
which are threatened by economic ruin, cmd have 
fl powerful revolutionary proletariat (Germany, 
Poland). For this reason the question of the 
social-political effects of the crisis, and the degree 
of rcvolutionisation of the working class must be 
regarded quite concretely, with a view to the 
peculiar "circumstances" of the different t::oun
tries, with a most careful consideration of the 
dass relationships of all the classes 'ltritlwut 
t!xc·eption, of the revolutionary experience of the 
working masses, of the degree of organisation 
and consciousness of the Communist Parties, etc. 
This is unquestionably an elementnry truism, but 

unfortunately it is one which has been completely 
neglected in the mass practice of our Communist 
Parties. For in~tance, how often some of our 
comrades are inclined to mechanically apply to 
France, England, the United States, etc., such 
tactical measures, such methods and forms of 
organisation which are quite natural in countries 
such as Germany and Poland. Thus, on the 
questions of the struggle against the political re
action and fascisation, on the questions of trade 
union work, of exposing their "own" Sociai
Uemocratic leaders, etc., some comrades proceed 
as a rule on the theory that the social-political 
ctiects of the crisis are everywhere the same, that 
bourgeois democracy everywhere is moving to
wards Fascism, that the coalescence between the 
reformist trade-union leadership and the bour
geois State has the same features everywhere, 
that the Social-Fascist manreuvres of the French 
Blums do not in any way differ from the Social
Fascist practices of Severing, that the ''left'' 
Social-Democrats, for instance, the English Max
tons and the American Musts resemble the Bauers 
and Seidewitzes like two rotten eggs. All this 
is •• essentially," a La lottgue, that is, in the long 
run, true, it corn~sponds to the hi~torical perspec
tive of Social-Fascism, but this in no way corres
ponds to the demands of the given moment, and 
the different methods of violence and deceit applied 
by the exploiting classes and their Social-Fascist 
agents. This is incorrect to tht. extent that the 
masses following the reformists (and in some coun
tries they even constitute a majority of the organ
ised workers) have not yet learned through their 
own experience (due in part to the inefficient 
approach of the Communist Party to these ques
tions of concrete exposure of the Social-Fascist 
leaders) the truth of such a general and frequently 
stereotyped characterisation of the treacheries of 
Social-Fascism. 

The mistakes of such mechanical application 0f 
tactical measures, slogans, methods and contents 
of agitation ''regardless of time and space'' arc 
the more injurious, the less our Communist 
Parties take into account the given level, and 
concrete contents of the revolutionisation of the 
masses, in the various countries and different 
class battles. Despite the fact that, in the lon~r 
run, the radicalising masses must, and un
doubtedly, wilt come to the same revolutionary 
positions of fearless support of the Communists, 
and the adoption of the &)lshevist principles of 
the revolutionary struggle, the c11tire road by 
which the masses will travel to the decisive revo
lutionary battles, against the class enemy, is 
extremely diversified, and cannot be confined to 
any stereotyped framework. 

It is necessary to definitely rcalisl· that, under 
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the influt:nce of the Communist Party, and pre
cisely thanks to this influence, to a greater or 
Jesser extent, new hundreds of thousands, and in 
some countries even millions and tens of millions 
of hitherto "ordinary, inert masses u?awakened 
to active political life" are already bemg push~d 
into politics and into the political movement. Th1s 
undoubtedly is the peculiar general conseque?cc 
of the crisis. The new masses of the workmg 
class entering on the political arena, especially 
the most oppressed sections among them (for in
stance the farm workers, textile workers, day 
labourers, women, young workers, etc.) bring 
with them an inexhaustible supply of revolution
ary strength, readiness and courage for the 
decisive battle, as well as their "prejudices," 
many weaknesses in the sense of revolutionary 
consciousness, organisational experience and 
ability for conscious mass actions. The ques
tion of speeding up the political and organ
isational work of the Communist Parties 
connected with the "drafting" of these masses 
into the struggle therefore gains spec1al import
ance. Upon the decision of this question in the 
practice of the class struggle, that is through the 
expenence ot the struggling masses themselves, 
depends the possibility of leading them to new 
pos1t1ons where the formation of a mass political 

·army under the leadership of the Communist 
.Party, under the leadership of the revolutionary 
vanguard will make them capable of decisive 
revolutwnary battles. 

Such is the present link of the mass work of 
the Communist Parties, the entire task of which' 
consists, precisely in forming a mass political 
army under the leadership of the Communist 
Partv. 

For this reason the raising of the qut:stion of 
the revolutionary re-making of the masses in the 
course of the struggle, of bringing them, or, if 
we may say so, of "introdm·ing" them into the 
phase of sharp class battles and decisive struggles, 
does not in any way represent any under
estimation of the objecti~e growth of the revolu
tionary upsurge. On the contrary, it emphasisf><= 
the fact that the revolutionary upsurge rises by 
the entire "course of things," to a higher stage, 
and that the entire task consists in bringing the 
revolutionary readiness and ability of the masses, 
into accord with the objective situation. Precisely 
for this reason, must the emphasis be placed now 
upon the revolutionising influence of the Commun
ist Party upon the masses, upon the concretisation 
of their tasks in this respect, upon the most care
ful check of all the tactical measures. of the Com
munist Party connected with the creation of 
revolutionary unity from below, with mass work 
in the factories, in the trade unions and among 

the unemployed. Therefore, the question of a 
real turn towards the masses now becomes a 
burning question; therefore, real connections with 
the masses, a study of all the questions agitating 
them constitutes in the same measure, a bas1s for 
the exercise of the united front policy as the con
sciousness, the organisation and the ability of 
the Communist Party to utilise "every pretext" 
for unleashmg mass moven1ents and mass battles. 

This naturally pre:;.upposes a merciless struggle 
against all the bombastic and trite phrases such 
as the talk of a ''general strike'' as the only 
panacea for the further development of the revo
lutionary battles, etc. This also presupposes a 
radical change in the attitude of the Communists 
towards the reformist working masses, the 
demolition of that "Chinese wall" which only too 
frequently stands between the Communist and 
reformist workers, and is deliberately kept up by 
the manreuvres of the Social-Fascist leaders. 

Hut this also requires a truly Bolshevist, con
crete and active approach to the deep, sometimes 
subterranean shitts in the sentiments of the 
working and exploited masses generally caused 
by the hardships of the crisis. For instance, it is 
quite clear that in the majority of capitalist coun
tries ever greater masses are becoming "puzzled" 
by the dumtion and gravity of the economic 
crisis, that they are increasingly arriving at a 
realisation of the necessity of a determined 
struggle against the capitalist offensive, .unem
ployment, reaction, etc. This has resulted in the 
almost universal spontaneous tendency of the 
workers to create the united front. This is one 
of the characteristic features of the growth of the 
spontaneous mass revolutionary movement. In 
the course of the battles, the masses are them
selves beginning to check up the different methods 
and forms of these battles, to compare the 
methods of the reformists with those of the Com
munists, are beginning also to ponder the course 
travelled since the imperialist war, the partial 
stabilisation, rationalisation, etc., and to draw 
practical conclusions from it for their every-dav 
struggle. 

But while in countries such as Germany and 
Poland the process of "graspin~ the realities and 
g-rowing conscious" (to use Marx's expression) is 
becoming a question of struggle against the 
capitalist system as a whole, a question of class 
struggle for life and death, not only to the revo
lutionary vanguard but also to the great masses 
of reformist and non-party workers, in the other, 
more backward countries, from a revolutionary 
point of view, this degree of revolutionisation is 
still far from having been achieved. In some 
countries, such as France and England, not only 
the great masses, hut even the revolutionary van-
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guard itself, still regards the crisis and its social
political consequences as something temporary, 
"transient," and this breeds reformist illusions 
as to the peaceful solution of the crisis, strengthens 
the hesitation of the masses in the employment of 
new revolutionary means and forms of struggle, 
retards their ureak wtth the Soctal-Uc~mocrncv 
and approach to the Communist vanguard, etc. 
This also largely facilitates the manreuvres of the 
bourgeoisie, and its Social-Fascist agents, who 
seck uy ~~~ means to prevent the crcution of tht> 
united front of the class struggle from below, to 
isolate and defeat the ditlerent fighting detach
ments of the working class separately, to isolate 
the revolutionary proletariat from the non-prolt"· 
tarinn toiling masses rising for the struggle, 
primarily from the peasantry, etc. 

For this reason the revolutionary re-education 
of the masses (which can be secured only in the 
process of the class struggle) based upon the 
fighting experience of the masses themselves, 
must bt m harmony with the given stage and level 
of the radicalisation of the masses and their class 
consciousness. But under no circumstances must 
it stop there. On the contrary, it must from the 
very beginning accustom the masses to revolu
tionary actions and revolutionary forms of organ
isation and agitation, at the present transitional 
stage. The Communist Parties must lead the 
masses, "clinging'' to their every-day needs and 
demands, they must popularise concrete tactical 
and organisational measures of Bolshevist 
struggle among the masses, combining the partial 
battles with the ultimate aims of the revolutionary 
solution of the cnsis, and the· struggle for power, 
and the principles of Communism, the struggle 
for the dictatorship of the proletariat, and the 
Soviet power. 

From this poinf of view, we can clearly define 
also the task of the struggle on two fronts, 
against the right opportunists as the main danger 
attempting to cover up their capitulationism 
before the bourgeoisie and Social-Fascism, and 
their distrust for the possibility of revolutionising 
the reformist and indifferent masses by talk to 
the effect that "the masses do not want to fight, p 

and against the "left" talkers who re-echo them 
and put their hopes upon a spontaneous mass 
movement and who seek to ''jump over'' the diffi
culties of the given objective situation, and tht> 
difficulties of the revolutionary education of the 
masses. In reality both the one and the other are 
actuated by distrust in the forces of the prole
tariat and in the forces of its revolutionary van
guard, by the belief that the proletarian masses 
are unable at the present time to join hands in 
the struggle under the leadership of the Com
munist Party and to carry on their class battles 

in a united front. The Bolshevist positiOn, on 
the contrary, consists precisely in promoting the 
revolutionisation of the masses in acc'Ordance 
with the rapid objective development of events, 
by bringing out the entire revolutionary energy 
contained in the working class, by drawing the 
masses into the str·uggle and teaching them the 
revolutionary methods of struggle even though a 
revolutionary situation does not yet exist. 

For this reason the application of the united 
:front pol,icy from below, 'this main lever and 
basic form of joint struggle of the revolutionary 
vanguard and still unrevolutwnary masses, par
ticularly the reformist workers, represents at the 
present transitional stage a difficult but highly 
important task. The Communists must actually 
demonstrate before the masses that they are the 
most fearless, the wisest and most capable 
defenders of their interests, both immediate and 
future. 

Precisely the present histortcal situation 
requires from the Communist Parties special 
observance of those most important rules of 
Bolshevist policy, those examples of Bolshevist 
tactics in the exercise of the united front policy 
which Comrade Stalin noted in his analysis of the 
"Roads to October": namely, the capture by 
the Bolsheviks of undivided leadership of the 
movement, on the basis of the spontaneous uprise 
of the revolutionary movement, and the mainten
~nce of this leadership. This requires that the 
Com.munists should become true leaders of the 
masses. In this way, and in this way only, will 
the Communists, with the aid of the spontaneous 
rise of the movement, capture in the process of 
the struggle itself, and preserve the undivided, 
independent leadership of the mass movement at 
all of its stages, in all of its forms pressing back 
step by step, and destroying the ideological 
influence and the organisational positions of 
reformism among the working class. 

The task of leading the masses to the decisive 
battles which is placed on the order of the day 
by the approaching new series of wars and revo
lutions requires from the Communist Parties a 
most careful analysis and immediate elimination 
of the fundamental defects and mistakes which 
have been committed in the application of the 
united front tllJctic from below. These defects 
and mistakes are grouped along those most 
important lines which determine the very essence 
and leading r~le of the revolutionary vanguard. 
namely, its connection with the masses, ~its 
determination and organisation, its ability to 
utilise every pretext for a struggle, its conscious
ness, that is its ability to appreciate the current 
situation and the tendencies of its development. 
Only provided these defects and mistakes are 
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oven·ome will our Communist Parties prove 
equal to their tasks in the approaching historical 
class battles, only then will they succeed under 
the t·onditions of the "greatest revolutionary 
crisis' • which is approaching with every passing 
t&ay, in fulfi11ing the following task raised by 

Lenin : "It is necessary now to pro<re by the work 
of the revolutionary Parties that they have suffi
cient consciousness, organisation, contact w1th 
the exploited masses, tletermination and ability 
to utilise this crisis for a successful vic·torious 
revolution.'' 

COMRADE YABLONSKY'S THEORY AND TACTICS 
OF SPONTANEITY 
By AL. GRtlN8ERG AND VL. KtlCHUMOV. 

C OMRADE Yablonsky has given us in his 
art ide on '·=rhe Current Link of the Mass 

work of the Communil)t Parties" more th<tn he 
promised in its title; he has given, in a certain 
sensL·, an integ-ral statement of the fundamental 
tactical problems of the sections of the Communist 
International for the current phase of the general 
crisis of capitalism and the revolutionary upsurg-e 
of the masses. 

\Ve will explain later the sense in whkh the 
author's artic!L' represents an integral system of 
VIeWS. 

t:STJMATE 01-' THE POLITICAL MOMF.NT. 

( 'omradc Yablonsky accepts, in words, the 
~cneral formula that the end of capitalist 
stabilisation has now arrived, and a transition is 
prvceeding towards a new rpund of wars and 
revolutions, that the proletariat is now preparing 
for clecisi\'c battles. In "deepening" the ques
tion, however, Comrade Yablonsky has written 
an article as if in refutation of this formula. 

The first thing that must be noted is that the 
author lowers the level of the revolutionary movt·
ment attained by the proletariat, that he exagger
ates the spontaneity of the revolutionary process 
and sharply belittles the r6le uf the Communist 
vanguard, in the developing struggles of the 
proletariat, and the toiling masses of peasantry. 

Let us give the actual statements of Comrade 
Yablonsky on this !!Ccount · 

"One who has carcfulJy watched," Comrade 
Yablonsky writes, "the development of the 
dass battles in the different countries during 
the last year, not only in France, the United 
Stall's. England, Scandinavia, etc., but in 
the t:ountries with more revolutionary tension, 
such as Hulgaria, Czecho-Slovakia and even 
Poland, must conclude that the 'sudden' (the 
()rg-aniscd and leading r6le of the Communist 
Parties has entirely dropped out here (rom 
t'omradt: Yablonsky's analysis) sharp class 

battles arc foltowell by a certain •1uJJ' in all 
these countries, marking a further hidden, 
sometimes slow, and sometimes speedy polar
isation of the class forces." 
And further : 

"This spasmodic det•elopment of e'l•Nzts is 
necessarily supplemented* by sharp shifts, 
stormy outbreaks of class struggle, when new, 
deep layers of revolutionised ma:o;ses of the 
working class are 'suddenly' hurled to the top 
with vokanic force. A most striking extJmf.>le 
of this is . . . the Belgian miners' :;trike." 
It is precisely this intermittence of the revolu

tionary movement, which is characterised by 
periods of calm, and which is only ,eceHarily 
.mpplemeuted ( !) by stormy outbreaks of class 
struggle'' which is supposed to form the 
d•aractcristic peculiarity of the present '' tra,
sitionaJ phase of tlze class struxgle, ''a pt.:culiarity 
which determines "the specific objecti-z•e condi
tiuPls for the further growth of the revolutionary 
upsurge.'' 

Such are the fundamental estimates of the 
state of the revolutionary movement. 

Wherein is their fundamental fallacy? 
There is no doubt that the comparative tmport

ance of spontaneity and "suddenness" in the 
revolutionary process is still very great, that the 
difficulties in the matter of mastering the leader
ship of the spontaneous movement are very great, 
and that our Parties still htK much behind in this 
resoect. But there is also no doubt that in a wholt~ 
number ot the more responsible sectors ot the 
front, we have a growth, not only of the influence, 
but also of the organising and leading role of our 
Parties, parttcularly in recent t1mes. Is tt not a 
fact that our Parties have heaaed and successfully 
led big fighting strikes in Poland and Czecho
Slovakia, despite the resistance of the reformists, 
that our Party in Germany developed an em-

*Too italics al"f' our!!; in all l'n~s unlt>s~ otlwrwiSf! 
stalt.•d.-G. and K. 
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bittered anti-Fascist struggle at the cost of 
numerous bloody sacrifices, and has drawn into 
this struggle considerable sections of Social
Democratic and non-party workers, that our small 
heroic Party in Japan has successfully developed 
big anti-war work from the very beginning of the 
war against China, that the Red Army in China, 
headed by the Communist Party, has repulsed 
four attacks of the Kuomintang, etc., etc. Even 
in the Belgian generat strike of the miners, which 
at the beginning had no central leadership, the 
initiative of the movement in Borinage was in our 
hands, and the influence of our small Communist 
Party is daily growing as never before. All thi~ 
drops out of Comrade Yablonsky's purview. All 
this is not reflected in the general characterisation 
which he gives of the si~uation of the revolutionary 
movement in the majority of the capitalist coun
tries (he makes certain reservations, but also 
insufficient ones, only for Spain, Germany and 
China). 

Uur author not merely overestimates the 
clement of spontaneity in in the movement. He 
considers the preponderance of spontaneity a 
Jaw of the present period. In putting on record 
the fact, not only the unevenness of development 
In the mdividual countries (which has existed in 
recent times) but also the intermittent progress 
within each country. he considers the latter ''as 
prcctsely indicative for the pre-revolutionary 
phases." In putting forward this new "law," 
our author thereby relieves himself of the duty of 
putting the question before his readers : in which 
cases did the "intervals" of movement and 
ucalms" arise, not so much from the objective 
conditions, as from the insufficient activity of our 
Parties. 

And it is in conformity with this worship of 
spontaneity that our author also formulates the 
tasks of the Co~1munist Parties. Speaking of 
the fact of the spontaneous "shoving into" 
politics and the political movement of new separ
ate strata of workers, ,\s a result of the crisis. 
and "under the influence of the Communist 
Parties to a greater or lesser extent,'' the author 
raises before the Communist Parties as a front 
rank task, uhmstening the political and organis
ational work of the Communist Party and the 
drawing of these masses into the struggle.'' The 
rOle and tasks of the Parties are here clearly 
narrowed down. Of course, the Parties operate 
upon the spontaneous revolutionary rise of the 
widest masses. The task of the Party undoubtedly 
consists in hastening the revolutionary process 
(which, of course, does not signify the premature 
organisation of a rising). But the hastening of 
the revolutionary process does not amount to the 
hastening of the drawing of the backward masses 
into the struggle, it does not merely amount to 

the bringing up of reserves. It may easily be 
imagined what a tremendous revolutionary 
advance would have happened in Germany, if our 
Party succeeded in setting in motion for the non
parliamentary struggle the 5,300,000 proletarians 
who voted for it in conditions, exceptionally diffi
cult for the Party and thereby proving that they 
have already attained a high level of conscious
ness. The chief task at present is that the Party 
should take upon itself the initiative of develop
ing struggles and organising them, that it should 
skilfully put the revolutionary aims before the 
movement, and that it should come forward in 
the rOle of the organiser of the revolution which 
absolutely presupposes, of course, the bringing 
up of the reserves. It is this problem of the 
organisation of the revolution, which our author 
has evaded. 

In close connection with tht! exaggeration of 
the spontaneous character of the moveml.!nt and 
the belittlement of the political influence of the 
Communist Party, on the.masses, the following 
general characterisation of the present level of the 
revolutionary movement (while in itself, only 
general and inadequate) attains a specific mean
ing. 

While recognising that ''at the present time 
antagonistic force::; are increasingly coming into 
motion throughout the world," Comrade 
Yablonsky at the same time says : 

"But the forces of the revolutionary camp 
have not yet taken shape, have not yet moved 
into the open field, as it were. The millions of 
workers and toilers have not yet formed a single 
organisational and political front under the 
leadership of the Communist Party, and the 
class enemy still maintains the initiative and 
even continue;; his offensive . . . '' 

In this general characterisation one sees but the 
stirring of one of the antagonistic forces-those 
of the bourgeoisie which is prosecuting its 
further offensive. As for the camp of. the revolu
tion, the author sees that these forces have not 
yet taken shape and the· many-millioned masses 
have not become consolidated in a united front 
under the leadership of the Communist Party,. 
but he does not see that these forces are taking 
shape, that the united front of struggle is 
broadening under the leaciershtp of the Commun
ist Party. The author sees that the forces of the 
rf'volution have not yet come out in the open field, 
but he does not see that they are beginning to do 
so and that the economic struggle is rapidly rising 
to the level of a political movement against bour
geois dictatorship and Fascism. The author sees 
that the bourgeois is continuing the offensive, 
that it still retains the initiative, but he does not 
see that the counter-offeflsive of the proletariat is 
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alrrady KrwwillK i11 11 mwt/1er ,,f the largest capi
talist curwtries. The author does not see that 
which is IH'1t' in the labour movl·ment, precisely 
that new fL·ature, without which it would be 
impossible to speak of the end of capitalist 
stabilisation. 

Thl' d1aracterisation g-iven by Comrade 
YablonskY, would be incorrect even for the 
period wl1ich immediately preceded the economic 
crisis. It would not be out of place to remind 
Comrade Yablonsky of the following words of 
Comrade Stalin on Humbert Droz, which were 
uttered as long ag-o as HJ2S, at the very begin
ning- of the revolutionary upsurg-e of the third 
post-war period : 

''1 t follows from the speech of Comrade 
Humbert Droz, at the meeting of the Political 
Secretariat, that the struggle of the working 
class, its spontaueous skirmishes with the 
capitalists bears, in the main, but a defensive 
clw ractL!r. . . . Is .this correct? No, it is not 
correct. To declare this, signifies to be dragged 
at the tail end of events. Comrade Humbert 
proz forgets that the struggle of the working 
class is proceeding now on the basis of 
shattering stabilisation, that the battll'lil of the 
working class bear not infrequently a character 
of c.mnter battles, counter-offensives and 
direct ollcnsives on the capitalists. ( ~omradt~ 
H umlwrt Droz sees nothing new in the battles 
ol the \\'orking class for the last period." 
(Stalin "On the Right Danger in the German 
l 'ommunist Party"). 
This is what Comrade Stalin said in 1928. 

Hut many events have taken place since 1928. 
Capitalist stabilisation has come to an end. The 
world is living through a transition to a new 
round of \\'ars and revolutions. The revolution
ary upsurg-e has marched a considerable distance 
forward, and has created in a .number vf the most 
important capitalist countries (Germany, Poland, 
etc.) the rapidly maturing conditions pre-requisite 
for a revolutionary crisis. . . . Is it not clear 
thnt Comrade Yabloflsky is suffering from 
''optimism in relation to the forces of the bour
geoisie . . . which at every step is fatallv dis
p.lnyc<..l by the pessimists in respect of the revolu
tionary forces and capabilities of the proletariat"? 
(Lenin, \'ol. XXI": page 38. Russian Edition). 
Ou 1t•inuiHK the majority of the lVorking Class 
,md the .'•)/o~an of "the Formation of a Mass 
Polilirnl _,, rmy unde·r the Leadership of the Com-

mrmist Partv. '' 
·rhe peculiarity of the article of Comrade 

Yablonsky, treating of bringing- the prole
tariat to decisive battles, i.e., to the direct 
~truggle for power, is the absence of the slightest 

refcrenee to the task of winning the majority of 
the working class. Comrade Yablonsky, puts 
forward, on the other hand, the task of the 
• • formation of a mass political army under the 
lt>adership of the Communist Party." 

•' Such is the present link of the mass work 
of the Communist Parties, the entire task ( !) 
of which nmsists precisely in forming a mass 
political army under the ll·adcrship of the Com
munist Party." (The italics arc ours.-G. 
and K.) 
Why was it necessary for Comrade Yablonsky 

to rcmm•e the sl.:>gan of winning the majority of 
the w•)rking class, and replace it by a definition 
-"the formation of a mass political army," 
reducing this to the "etttire task" of the modern 
"tactical situation"? 

Is it not because the task of the formation 
of mass Communist Parties and strengthening of 
their mass influence, confrqnting the revolu
tionary movement in a number of countries, 
overshades in the eyes of Comrade Yablonsky the 
general strategic task-the winning of a majority 
of the working class, the solution of which we 
arc already closely approaching in some coun
tries, and which is a necessary condition pre
requisite for taking power? Is it not because 
Comrade Yablonsky has deferred the task of the 
direct struggle for power to an indefinite far· 
distant future? 

It is well-known, that in the struggle against 
the opportunist estimate of the October Revolu
tion, Lenin has dcvcli>ped, with exceptional per
sistem~y, the proposition that the winning of a 
majority of the working class (not in the sense of 
an arithmetical majority, but of the decisive 
sections of the proletariat) is necessary for 
the success of winning the dictatorship of the 
proletariat. 

Hut the formula of Comrade Yablonskv, 
has no direct connection with the questio~s 
of the conquest of power. Our fraternal 
Communist Parties, being mass Parties in a 
number of countries, arc undoubtedly already 
nuw leading- a "mass political army." But the 
essence of the question is that they do not yet 
lead the majority of the working- class. 

The winning by them of the majority of the 
working class in the process of development of 
the economic and political battles will signify the 
creation of the necessary prerequisites for the 
direct and successful struggle for the dictatorship 
of the proletariat. It is obvious, that it is pre
cisely this idea which is absent, and can
not but be absent in the slogan, "the 
formation of cl mass political army under 
the leadership of the Communist Party," 
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~incc its realisation hv the P:1 rties, is by 
no means a sutlicient co;1dition for a victoriPuS 
revolution. 

Ur\ BRINGJM; TilE MASSES TO DECISIVE BATTLES A!\D 

1 JIE TACTICS OF TilE UNITED FRONT. 

The fundamental problem for the ( 'ommunist 
Parties at the present time is tlte task of prepar
ing- the \\'orking class and exploited masses for 
the forthcoming decisive revolutionary batt lcs for 
the dictatorship of the proletariat. 

How docs Comrade Yablonsky interpret this 
t:1~k ~ Speaking of bringing the masses to 
and preparing for decisive battles, he points (lUt 
that what is in question is the leading of those 
masses into battles who arc "not yet ready for 
active revolutionary movements and have not yet 
fully recognised the necessity for such action." 

And yet it is obvious that in using the formula 
of ''the preparation or bringing up of the prole
tariat to or for the decisive battles,'' the Bol
sheviks have always in view the task of prepar
ing-, by means of the development of class partial 
economic and political battles of the worhing class, 
for the direct struggle for the dictatorship of 
the proletariat, looking upon the bnnging up ot 
the lagging, revolutionising reserves as but one 
of the necessary and most important component 
parts of this preparation. 

It would be extremely fallacious to under
estimate the whole tremendous significance of tiH.' 
work of the Communist Party among the still 
non-revolutionary workers. The entire current 
political situation, pregnant with tremendous 
class collisions and imperialist conflicts, requires 
exceptional energy from the Communist Parties 
in the matter of most rapid bringing up to the 
revolutionary vanguard of its lag·gmg reserves, 
and demands a decisive turn of the Partv toward 
the masses. This is precisely what gives excep
tional importance to the organisation of Bol
shevist work among the non-Party and "reform
ist'' workers in the factories, the strengthening of 
work in the trade unions, the revolutionary trade 
union oppositions and the Red trade union organ
isations, the persistent prosecutions of the tactics 
of the united front from below, i.e., the organis
ativn of the joint struggle of the Communist, 
non-Party and "reformist" workers under the 
leadership of the Communist Party on the basis 
of concrete demands and slogans. All these, 
which at first glance would appear to be but drab 
tasks, are the most important links, the 
strengthening of which will ensure the successful 
development of the counter-offensive of the pro
letariat. But it would be no less an error to 
ig-nore the initiMirzK r61c, nn the part of the Com-

munist Party, and those advanced sections of the 
\\'IJrking class, who arc already following its lead 
in the development of struggles. Without this 
n~\·olutionary initiative, the solution of the task 
of bringing up the reserves is also impossible. In 
the matter of the development and organisation 
ol the economic and political battles, we have still 
considerable lag-ging by the ( 'ummunist Parties. 
The attention of the Parties must be concent r:1 ted 
upon this. Comrade Yablonsky, howl·n·r, 
devotes exceedingly little attention to this ques
tion. Of this he only speaks slightly and in 
p:tssmg. 

The essence of the question consists precisely 
in this, that Comrade Yablonsky does not revc:tl 
in his article to a sulficient degree the path and 
the methods by which the Communist Parties will 
lead the masses to the decisive battles, and how 
the Communist Parties must turn toward th~.: 

masses. However, let us point out that Comrade 
Yablonsky docs speak about this, but he speaks ;1 
great deal and very persistently of some methods 
and paths, and the others he just slightly men
tions. And in this case, "the tone makes the 
music,'' as the French say. 

How does he make concrete the slogans-";1 
turn towards the masses" and "bringing up the 
masses to the revolutionary struggle"? What 
does he lay stress upon? In the main he lays 
stress upon three propositions : (I) the need to 
abolish the trite application of general formula 
in propaganda and agitation. (2) The need to 
break down the Chinese wall between the reform
ist and Communist workers, by mass work in tht· 
trade unions, the fnctories an~i by changing thf' 
character of lhe propaganda and agitation. And 
finally, (3) the need for developing the united 
front from below with the still non-revolutionary 
masses. 

All this is correct. All this is necessary. But is 
such a concretisation of these slogans enough, 
or not enough, for the current phase of the r'l'\·o

lutionary struggle? 
It is quite obvious that it is not enough. The 

author, it is true, does mention in a few places 
that "the re-education of the masses" is effected 
"in the process of the struggle," that the Com
munist Party must be capable of "utilisin~:· 

every occasion "for the development of mass 
movement and mass battles," but of this he 
speaks in passing, and he lays the chief stress 
upon the tasks of agitation and propaganda, as 
t hout.!·h the matter of the organisation of economic 
battles and political mass strikes is somethinh 
which has already been entirely mastered by our 
Parties and is an easy thing, as though the whole 
situation docs not now raise this task to the 
front rank. 
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And yet the resolution of the XVlth Congress 
of the C.P. S. U. (b) on the report of Comrade 
Molotov, while taking note of the successes, has 
at the same time raised as one of the fundamental 
tasks the transition "from the methods of agita
tion ancl propaganda which predominate in the 
practice of the Comintern Sections to the methods 
of organisation and leadership of the class battles 
of the proletariat . . . " 

Comrade Thalman recently has similarly indi
cated the tasks of the German Party on the basis 
of its experience : 

''And now we come to the fundamental 
yuestion of the revolutionary work and policy 
of our own Party ,-the fundamental problem 
of its Bolshevisation ;- in the past, notwith
standing the big successes and achievements, 
we were still incapable of achieving the real 
trfmsformation of our Party from one of mere 
agitation and propaganda inlo a leader of all 
the movements and battles of the proletariat. 
W c were still incapable of filling the whole of 
our policy and work with su~h revolutionary 
fighting content." (From the artide of Com
rade Thalman : ''The question of our Strategy 
and Tactics." June, 1932). 
l s it not obvious, that now, when capitalist 

stabilisation has come to an end, when we are 
entering upon the second round of wars and 
revolutions-the development, organisation and 
leadership of the battles of the 'l.tJOrking class and 
the exploited masses of the toilers, battles, which 
form an inseparable part of the generul strug-gle 
for a revolutionary way out of the crisis,-are 
now raised to first place in the practical work 
of the Communist Party? The development of 
the struggles does not only not set aside, of 
course, but pre-supposes the strengthening of 
the ties of the vanguard with the reserves, which 
are coming up,, and itself facilitates this strength
ening more than anything else. 

The Bolshevist line on the transition from the 
preponderating agitational and propagandist 
methods of work to methods of organisation and 
leadership of the class battles of the proletariat 
requires, as an indi::;pensable condition of its ful
filment, not only the destruction of the right-wing 
opportunist drag upon the revolutionary activity 
of the proletariat as the chief danger, but also 
the resolute exposure of the "leftist" moods, 
which try to disguise passivity and abandonment 
of "dull" work in the trade unions, educational 
\vork among the masses, etc., by nothing but 
talk about the development of revolutionary mass 
battles. 

This is the only connection in which Commun
ists can put the question of the united front from 

below against capital, Fascism and the treacher
ours leaders of the Social-Democracy and the 
reformist unions. The united front from, below is 
the united front in the struggles, the basic forms 
of which are different in the various countries, 
and depend upon the concrete political situation, 
the conditions of the revolutionary movement and 
the degree of maturity of the revolutionary crisis. 
But regarding the question of extending the 
united front from below in struggles and the 
actual struggles in different countries, Yablonsky 
says nothin2'. 

ON l'HE SLOGAN OF THE GENERAL STRIKE. 

The politically erroneous and right-wing oppor
tunist stand of Comrade Yablonsky, is summed 
up more sharply than anywhere else in his scornful 
treatment of the question of the general strike. 

"This (i.e., "the lead to the struggles," 
"the turn towards the masses," etc., etc.), 
Comrade Yablonsky writes, "naturally pre
supposes, of course, a merciless struggle 
against all the bombastic and trite phrases, 
such as the talk of a 'general strike' as the only 
panacea for the further development of the 
revolutionary battles.'' 
The last part of the passage on the general 

strike clearly plays, with Comrade Yablonsky, 
the part of a masque which enables the author, 
under cover of fighting against ob'l.1ious and gross 
''leftist" lines ("the general strike as the only 
panacea'') to declarre, in practice, againstl the 
mass political strike, in getzeral, as the (at the 
present time) basic lever for the mobilisation of 
the masses for the struggle, and their revolution
isation, in the countries in which the prerequisites 
for a 1'evolutiona1'y crisis are rapidly maturing 
( Germal7ly and Poland) and where' the elements of 
civil 'U.'ar are g·rowing apace (Germany). 

The whole experience· of the struggle in such 
c-ountries as Poland and Germany is in sharp 
contradiction to the estimate given by Comrad<' 
Yablonsky. He does not understand nnd ignores 
the perfectly obvious fact that the whole progress 
of the revolutionary struggle of the German pro
letariat against the frontal attack of capital, 
against the Fascist terror, that the whole situ
ation which has already led to a small civil war 
in Germany ,-that all this ratses as thP c:•mtrnl 
fask,-the task of leading the masses to a general 
Political strike through the de'l,elopment of pall'
tin.l economic and political battles and battles 
against the Fascist terror of the National Social
ists and the Fascist Gm,ernment of Von Papen. 

This is precisely why the C.P.G. acted quite 
correctly when it proclaimed the slogan of the 
orgcmisution of a general strike as an immediate 
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slogau of action in the days of the Fascist coup 
in Prussja. Unfortunately the Party was not, in 
time, or was incapable of adopting all the 
measur~s necessary for translating this slogan 
into action. 

We have uow in Germany an extremely 
peculiar situation, when political battles and a 
m.ass' political strike is pushed to the front, above 
all, against the saturnalia of the Fascist terror, 
when the proletariat is drawn, through this 
channel, inw the fight against the entir~ system 
of the open Fascist dictatorship, against the 
entire capitalist system in Germany. It cannot 
hut be noted that the inadequate development of 
economic battles in Germany, is now the reason 
for the still insufficient tempo of preparations 
for the organisation of a general political strike. 
The experience of the struggle of the revolution
ary proletariat of Poland (General Strike of 
March 16th, Dombrovo Miners' strike, etc.) has, 
on its part, clearly brought to light the ever· 
further shifting of the centre of gravity to ever 
higher forms of the class struggle, namely, 
political battles, the organisation of political 
mass strikes and later to a genet a) strike of the 
proletariat. Political mass strikes and a general 
mass ~trike and its organisation are becoming, in 
a number of Luuntries (Germany, Poland) the 
main link in the development of the revolutionary 
struggle. The continuing heroic struggle of the 
Belgian proletariat provides us with an exceed
ingly striking- example of the rise of a general 
strike of miners on an economic basis, supported 
by the 'vorkers of other industries (metal, etc.) 
and assuming revolutionary forms. The general 
miners' strike in Belgium has undoubtedly become 
the turning point in the de,·elopment of the 
revolutionary movement of the entire Belgian 
proletanat. 

The unceasing mass stnkcs in Spain, in thei•· 
turn, tell no less strikingly of the role of the 
general strike in the rlevelopment of th_, revolu
tionary movement. 

The example of Germany, Poland, Czecho
Slovakia, Belgium, Spain and other countries, is 
a forcible manifestation of the fact that the prole
tariat is resorting more and more to the weapon 
of the general strike, accompanied by revolution
ary demonstration and ptreet battles with the 
police and gendarmerie. This shows that the 
movement is assuming ever sharper forms. This 
undoubtedly is an expression of the fact that the 
force of the proletariat is growing. The circum
stance that the Social-Democrats are utilising, in 
certain cases, the slogan of the general strike, 
as a "left" manceuvre for the disruption of the 
partial struggles already in progress, cannot be 
regarded as a more or less comprehensible 
argument against the Communist slogan of the 
general strike, and its insistent preparation by 
the development, both of partial economic 
struggles for the every-day needs of the working 
cla~s, and the political movements of the prole
tanat. The underestimation of the possibilities 
of the organisation of a general strike has already 
led in some cases to this; that our organisations 
found themselves disarmed by the "left" 
manceuvres of Social-Democracy, who made use 
of this weapon. And however much Comrade 
Yablonsky may opportunisticallv revile the 
general strike, describing it as a '.-bombastic and 
trite phrase,'' the experience of the world revolu
tionary movement· has again and again con
firmed that it is precisely the mass revolutionary 
strike which is a "specifically proletarian 
weapon" (Lenin). And there is no rloubt that as 
time goes on, the proletariat will utilise to a 
greater extent this tried weapon of struggle, 
striving more and more to raise it to a still 
higher level and lead it to the path of develop
ment into an armed rising of the proletariat. 

But this perspective does not, it seems, now 
stand before the spiritual vision of Comrade 
Yablonsky, who is turning his face backwards, 
and on the eve of the forthcoming Xllth Plenum 
of the E. C. C. I. is trying to drag the Part\· back 
from the Xlth anrl Xth. · 
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THE VETERANS' MOVEMENT IN THE U.S.A. 
By WILLIAMS. 

U NDER the spur of the economic crisis, which 
is unprcc:edented in the history of American 

capitalism, both in acuteness and duration, a fur
ther sharpen in~ of dass c-ontradictions and 
radicalisation of large masses is g-oing- on in 
·\mericn. Under the nuthl(~ss blows of the crisis, 
eVCil the fl1t)St backward C1'11U least active sections 
of the \\"orking dass, farmers and city petty 
bourg-eoisie are awakening- to political life; 
destitution, poverty and hunger drive them 
further and further :dong the road of economic 
and political struggle. The movement of the 
c·x-soldiers of the impecialist war constitutes a 
striking c·xpression of this growing political 
:wtivitv of the widest masses in the United States. 

Thi~ movt•mc~nt is a mass movement of the 
unemployed, ruined farmers,· discharged office 
t~mployees, bankrupt small shopkeepers and 
t raclers. The movement broke out spontaneously, 
contrarv to the desires of the fast·ist and reformist 
organis-ations of ex-servicemen ; it rapidly devel
oped into a mass movenwnt, directed against the 
lumrg-eois (ion·rnment, and clashing directly 
\\'ith all the forces of the State apparatus of the 
Anierican bourg-eoisie. 

The veterans' movement which represents, by 
its social composition, a rather chequered con
glomeration, revealed a corresponding diversity 
of ideological positions, political forms and 
··dog-ans. Side bv side with more advanced revo
lutionary workers, the movement included also 
more backward sections of the working class, 
dedassed workers, farmers driven from their land, 
rt'mnants and fragm<:nts of the small-propertied 
intermedia~e dasses squcezeci out bv the crisis 
;md driv~n on to the path of political activity by 
it ; they inevitably broug-ht into this movement 
tllt·ir vacillation, their half-heartedness, their 
petty hourgeoi~ illusions, their reactionary pre
judices. Henct>, side bv side with revolutionary 
forms of the movement (fig-hts with the police, 
seizure of trains, or~anised seizure of vacant 
.(iovernment ))Uildings in Washington) we see in 
it remnants of bourg-eois patriotic ideology, 
reformist slogans, parliamentary illusions. In 
their movement directc=>d ag-ainst the Government 
the veterans usc the phraseologv of war patriot
ism; in th~ir dashes with the police and siege of 
the central fiovernment thev march beneath the 
American flag, prochtiming themselves patriots, 
ek. This external diver~it\~ and contradiction 
cause<f bv the heterogf"neous sodal sources of the 
'lloveme,)t cannot, o{ course, conceal the principal 
(·Iement in it; the o/..jccth•ely re7•olutionary 
clwmcter of this mo\·enwnt, whit'h is directed 

etgainst the American (iovernment, particule~rly 
against the class policy of the American. bour
geoisie towar<1s the unemp1oye<1 ; the ma.h 
character of this movement representing a new 
expression of the radicalisation of the working 
class, and th~ non-prolctarir~n toiling masses. 

The Amer~nm bourgeoisie, although alarmed 
by this movement, has not chang-ed its da~s 
policy in the slig-htt'st cle~-ree. .\!though the 
House of Rep.-esentatives passed a bill to pay the 
veteran~ their bonus-that is, their hack pay of 
one dollHr per clay of actual service at the front, 
the Senate rejected this hill. The Government 
at tempted to appease the veh:rans by petty con
cessions: a small sum of money was appropriated 
to feed them, Hoover advanced 100,000 dollars to 
transport the veterans home, the law permitting
some categ-ories of war veterans to receive small 
treasury loans not exceeding so per cent. of the 
bonus against their bonus was somewhat ex· 
tended ; the interest on these loans was reduced 
from 4·5 per cent. to 3·5 per C('llt. However, 
these mot·k "concessions" could not satisfy the 
veterans. The Government's refusal to pay the 
bonus immediately, instead of in ICJ4S, c-1s 
promised, ,,·as covered hy argument that imme
diate payment of the bonus would reSiult in 
inflation and threaten the stability of the doJlar. 
This argument was used bv a Government which 
had just assig-ned, throu~·h the Reconstruction 
Finance Corpomtion, three billion dollars to the 
banks, railro,His and insurance companies, not 
hesitating- in this case to place the whole financial 
system of the country under the threat of infla
tion. Neither the Republican nor the Demo
cratic Party gave even partial support to the 
\'eterans' demands, the election platforms of both 
parties failing even to mention the bonus. Ali 
the efforts of the (;overnment and of both parties 
of the .t\merican big- bourg-eoisie had one aim-
to demoralise the movement, to disrupt it from 
\vithin, to intimidate and drh·e the veterans oul 
of \Vashington. To this end \\·ere mobilised all 
the fascist ~tnd social-fascist reserves of the 
American bourg·eo:sie: the American Legion, 
Father Cox, a demagogue of the fascist type, 
Norman Thom:ts, the leader of the Socialist 
Party, police Ctgcnt provocate11rs, "benevolent" 
senators, a11 of whom aimed at one thing-: to keep 
the movement away from re\'olutionarv action, 
to serxtrate it from revolutionarv leadership, to 
clear the ,·eterans out of \Vashington. The 
capitalist press conducted a frantic campaign 
ag~inst the \'etC'rans, refcrin~ to their demands 
as ":m attempt to hold-up the tre:tsun." Tlw 
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~o-called liberal org·ans, such as "The Nation," 
advised the veterans that their demands were 
wrong "both actually and in principle ("~ation," 
July 27). 

A pa.rticularly shameful position was taken hy 
the American Socialist Party. This party sought 
to incite ag-ainst the veterans the unemployed 
workers, carrying on propaganda to the effect 
that "the rlemand for bonus payment is unfair ( !) 
to the unemployed, to the debt-burdened farmers, 
and to the whole country." ("New Leader," 
April 16.) The Socialist Party refused to sup
port the demand for the payment of the bonus 
and hypocritically advised the veterans that 
"these soldiers \Vould do better to work for 
general relief for the workers than for a special 
gift for themselves." ("New Leader," June n.) 
The tactics of the sociali~ts were clear: to break 
up the movement of the veterans under the pre
text of the necessitv to fight ''in general" in 
favour of unemployment relief; not to develop 
and strengthen this mass movement by connect
ing it up with the un~mployed ?1ovem~nt, but to 
demoralise, compromise £tnd disrupt It. How 

. many strikes have the socialists broken with. the 
aid of this manoeuvre, namelv, to break a stnke, 

'which has already begun, under the pretext that 
the socialist learlers think and even talk of a 
more "general," of a bigger strike. Norm~n 
Thomas, the socialist leader, who made a specml 
trip to '\Vashington in order to misguide the 
veterans, upon returning from his _journey, ex
pressed his delig·ht that the veterans do not beg 
in the streets of \Vashington and that "there was 
no sign of drunkenness or any other disorder" 
among them and praised for it~the \\."ashington 
police. "It is fair to say that some credit goes 
to thP "Tashing-ton Police Department," wrote 
this socialist leader in the central organ of the 
Socialist Partv, ''for the good sense it has so 
far shown in ·o·etting along- with these men." 
("New Leade~," June 2;1.) This. was a month 
prior to the brutal attack of the pohce <md troops, 
who poisonecl "these men" with their wives £~nd 
children with asphyxiating gases, who bayoneted 
them out of their tents and huts, and burnecl 
down their camp. 

The socialists '-"ere followed bv the i\ 111erican 
Trotskvists. In their sheet, "The Militant," 
they t;)o, branded the demand of the war veterans 

' " . I for payment of the bonus as an eqlllvoca 
demand"; they, too, treated the veterans' Plove
ment with supercilious condescension, refusing to 
support its concrete demands, or recog-nise its 
specific mass charncter. Like the socialists, the 
American Trotskvists sought to cover up their 
treacherous men~hevist refusal to arouse the 

masses for the struggle ag-ainsl the Guvemmt.nt, 
and support them in this strugg-le hy talk of 
supporting the unemploved movement "in 
gencrnl'' rather than that of the vd<:'rans. 

Despite all the social-fascist propag-anda, dc:-;
pite all the promises, exhortations, petty conces
sions, and direct threats on the part of 1 he 
(~overnment, the veterans remained in \Vashing·
ton, stubbornly demandin~~.- their bo11uo;;. Cradu
alh· the composition of their rank-. began to 
ch;tngc alld with this, also the forms of th_cir 
movement, its slog·ans and demands. A section 
of the veterans yieldecl to the promises and ex
hortations of the- Government and its ag·ents; the 
more or less well-to-do clements, those who had 
at least an illusion of finding- some mean~ nf 
livelihood at home beg-an to leave \Vashington. 
The more' proletarianised elements, who had 
nothin<r to lose, who had neither means of livfli
hood I~H- any hope of any, remained in \Vashing
ton. Gradually the veterans began to pass ftom 
demonstration; in front of the Senate to actions 
s.uch as the seizure of the vacant Govemrncnt 
buildings, into which the veteran~ hc~·an to n'O\'C 

in an organised manner, the pick.etmg- of 1 he 
rich restaurants, etc. The systematic propaganda 
of the revolutionary \Yorkers Ex-Se;,·icemen 's 
League began to find its way through th(: ~lOt~n
tains of provocative lies of the bourg-~ots~e, ~1s 
press, its police, its fascis~ and ~ocial-!as~tst 
ag·ents. The veterans, "Yit~out d1scontinumg 
their struggle (as the socmhsts urg-ed. th~m to 
do), beg·an to adv<1nce demands for ~octal rnsu:
ance for all the workers, thus connecting- up thl'u
movement with that of the unemployed and 
looking to the latter for support of thei,r cccnomic 
demands. From da,· to dav the Cxovernment 
agents-provocateurs, and the social-fascist agents, 
dinned into the ears of the veterans that 
the Communists are enemies of their movement, 
that the "Reds" merely want to utilise the 
veterans for their vicious political aims. Yet the 
simple truth that the Communist Partv \';as the 
only party supporting· the veterans' dcmat~d~. 
conducting agitation, propag·anda and organtS<l
tional work to extend and deepen the movement, 
this simple truth outweig-hecl mountains of oral 
and printed capitalist lies. "The f?ai!v \VorkC'r'' 
of July I<) quoted a ven· charactenshc ~tatemEnt 
or a rank-and-file veteran of Oklahoma who had 
prohablv been propagandised (not withm.tt 
results). to believe that the "Reds" are h1s 
enemies. ''I hate the Reds," he said, "but, you 
know, I'd like to see a Bolshevik government in 
this countrv." A not her veteran from Kentucky. 
when a militarv patrol snatched the leaflets of the 
\ \"orkers' Ex-Servicemen's League from him, and 
tore them up, went to his comrades with the 
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complaint: "Some of them oamn Reds tore my 
leaflets up.'' 

Simrultaneouslv with the penetration of the 
minds, even <lf the most backward veterans, by 
the elementary revolutionary truths, even if in a 
fantastic form, the rank-and-file veterans b~gan 
to separate themselves from their bourgeois 
reformist commanders. The veterans began to 
grow disappointed with the policy of top nego
tiations with the Government and police officials, 
with influential Cong-ressmen and Senators, a 
policy pursued by the Waterses and Robcrtsons, 
with a view to restraining- the veterans from mass 
revolutionary actions The demand put forward 
by the Workers' Ex-Servicemen's League and 
widely propagandised by the Communist Party 
for the selection of rank and file committees from 
below gained extensive popularity. The "Daily 
\Vorker" of July 19 described the situation in 
YVashington as follows: " 'Rank-and-File.' You 
see these magic words painted all over the shacks 
which the vets call their billets. 'Rank-and-file' 
-the phrase caug-ht on like wildfire." 

The \Vorkers' Ex-Servicemen's Leag-ue suc
ceeded in having a number of deleg-ations get rid 
of their self-appointed "commanders" and elect 
·rank-and-file committees in their place. The 
League also succeeded in calling- a small confer
ence of rank-and-file veterans, attended, accord
ing to the "Daily Worker," by about ,100 dele
gates. The movement ag-ainst the bourgeois 
leaders grew, and among- the veterans who at the 
beginning came out only as loyal patriots began 
to be heard revolutionary slog-ans and the singing 
of revolutionary songs of the working- class. The 
demonstrat:ons of the veterans before the Capitol 
became more stubborn, persistent and threaten
ing-. 

The \r0vernment hesitated for a long time; 
Hoover, who wavered between the ~quivocal 
demand of the capitalists to smash the govement, 
and the fear to lose his populace before the 
elections, now issued oral orders to call out 
marines against the veterans, now cancelled them 
when requested to give the order in writing; on 
July 21 he ordered the veterans throug-h the Chief 
of the \N'ashington Police to clear out of Wash
ington b~' August 4, and then, without waiting
for this date, he, on July 2q, called out the 16th 
brigade eonstisting- of 2,000 infantrymen and Soo 
cavalrymen with tanks, machine-guns and gas 
bombs and with the senseless brutality character
istic of all cowards, he had the hungry, ragged 
ex-servicemen of the American army gassed, 
bayonetted and fired upon,-their huts, tents and 
belongings burned. The American bourg-eoisie 
revealed its true class face on July 29 when it 
gave battle to the hungry masses for the right of 

a handful of banks and trusts to rob the country 
and the treasury, to appropriate the billions in 
Slllbsidies which are squeezed out of the masses in 
taxes. 

'; :1e significance of the military pr~ramme of 
the veterans in Washing-ton cannot be over-esti
mated. The American Government brutally and 
cynicaJly displayed its ravenous class character ; 
its fascist and semi-fascist ag-ents are now dearly 
seen in their r~le of preparers and instig-ators of 
the Washington shooting-. In the asphyxiating 
gases by which the veterans were poisoned, in 
the flames of the ,burning- camps, the demagogic 
election phrases of the Republican, Democratil', 
and Socialist parties about the ''g-reat American 
democracy" curled up and burned out; the faith 
in the bourgeois "fatherland" for which veterans 
fought and died in 1917-18 was bayonetted in the 
streets of Washing-ton. These lessons of Wash
ington will undoubtedly be runderstood by those 
thousand of veterans who came to Washington 
from the remotest corners of the country, and 
who will now spread the bitter political lessons of 
the \Vashington class prog-rom throug-hout the 
land. 

These lessons of the former soldiers and de
fenders of the country, will also reach the serving 
soldiers of the American Armv and Navy. The 
veterans' movement not only represents a new 
degree in the intensification of the class contra
dictions in America, a new indication of the deep 
radicalisation of the masses ; its lessons will have 
a far-reaching effect upon the revolutionary 
awakeni11g of the American toiling- masses. 

* * * 
The Communist Party of the United States 

was the only party which supported the demands 
of the veterans, which org-anised their move
ment, which sought to link up this mass move
ment with the strug-g-le of the American workers, 
particularly of the unemployed, and to raise this 
movement to a higher political leveL The Com
munists working in the revolutionary Workers' 
Ex-Servicemen's Leag-ue in g-eneral correctly 
understood their task, and from the beg-inning, 
formul<lted the veterans' demands, seeking to 
unite the entire movement around these demands. 
The programme of the Leag-ue contained demands 
for the immediate pavment of the bonus, an in
crease of pensions to the war invalids, against 
Jim Crowing the Negro veterans, unity with the 
working class in the strugg-le ag-ainst the capital
ists, and the slogan of a struggle ag-ainst the 
new imperialist war. The Party conducted an 
energetic campaign during- the veterans' march 
on Washington and during- their stay there, 
thereby showing in deeds that the Communist 
Party is the onlv defender and leader of the 
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n:h.•ran~ in tlwir strug-~·1~ for their partial 
dcmantls. No less en~r~ettc was the campaign 
of the Communist Party against the ~elf-appoinh.·cl 
kadership of the movement; the Party's demand 
for election of rank and file committees was put 
forward eorrectly and promptly and to a con
siderable deg-ree contributed to the rallving of 
the rank and Iii~ vetc.•rans around the revolution
<lrv demands of the \\'orkers' Ex-Servicl'men 's 
l.c.:ag-ue. 

:\" everthelcss, ~ven <It the beg-inning of the war 
vetenl'ns' movement the Partv displayed certain 
lll'sitation and vacillation on the question of the 
:q>proach to this moveme1lt. Instead of develop
ing this spontaneous movement and drawing into 
it ever new and new strata of ex-servicemen, the 
Party orgnns :undc.·rt~stimated the g-rowing move
ment and considc.•rcd that the mass mnrch of the 
veterans upon \Vashing-ton N>uld be replacerl hy 
the sending of deleJ.:'ations. 

\Vhen the veternns' movement deveioped into 
:1 mnss mard1 the Pa:·tv corn•ctlv came out in 
support of their demnn<ls, but even here the Partv 
organs did not correctly estimate the charncte"r 
of this movement and did not come out in support 
of the movement as n whole in time. The "Daih· 
\\"orker" at first tended to approach onlv the 
ad,·arwc.·d sed ion of the veterans' movemer1t, the 
working--class \'etcrans. The veterans' move
nwnt was decl<lrerl in the pag-es of the ''Oailv 
\\"orker'' to be a movement of the working- clas·s 
("Daily \Vorkcr" of June 10), and even the 
movement of ''the dccisive sections of the work
ing- class" ("Daily \\'orker," June 8 and IJ); 
later the veternns were declared to be "mereh· 
the shock troop of thL· unemploved millions;, 
("Daily \Vork<'r" of .Jul\' ~). The central org-an 
of the Partv adciressl'd itself svstematicallv onlv 
to the '2(1(}~/ur-vetcrans (see roitorials of tl;e 
"Daily \Vorker" of June 6, June 8, J:une 10, 

June 1.1). din•ctin~ its appenls and formulating
its slogans onlv to the •worker-veterans. The.• 
n•ntrnl org-an of the part\' thus lm·ked clarity on 
the question of the nel·essitv to conned thc Party 
with the movc.•ment as a whole, to utilise.• it for 
strengthening the influence of the ·CommuniM 
Partv ovc.'r sut'h sections of the working· dnss 
and ·non-prolctarian toiling· masses, as l~aci not 
Yd been toudwd hv the propag-anda and ag-itation 
~,f the Communist ·Part\•. 

I ncorrectlv cstimatin~ the movement as a 
"·hole, nnd ·hesitating- to g-ive it its full support, 
the "Dailv \\'orker" <tiel not nlwnvs dearlv rais.
the questioo of winnin~ this mov<'m<'nt politicalt~·· 
For instane<', thc "Dailv \Vorker" of J un<' fi 
c'<litoriatly developed at ~me leng-th the conce~ 
tion that the Communist Party is onl\' th<' "hest 
friend" of tlw ,·eteranco' movement, without rais-

ing· the quL·stion of the nt•cessit,· for the Part\' to 
hc.·corne the organiser and political leader of· the 
movement. Instead of puttinJ.:' forward the task 
of active political leadership of tlw movement, 
a half-hearted, passive attitude of "friendship" 
and sympath\' with the movement was dcvelopl-<i. 

\Vhile correctly carryi.n~ on a l'ampaig-n against 
the self-appointt·d bour~·c.·ois-rcformist leadership 
of the movement, the Communist Party some
times tried in pral'tice to pursue thl' sanw line as 
was erronc.·ously emhodied in the ·'Daily \\" orker'' 
articles noted above. The Party marle dcci5ions 
that the Commlllllists working among the 
v~terans must ''dr;t"· a ~harp class ditferentiation 
inside the camp." Ht•re is again revealed the 
same hesitancy on the question of the winning· 
of this mass movenwnt as a whole, on the qul's
tion of l<'ading· its objectively revolutionary 
strug·g-le, and exprc·ssin~· its denwncls dir<>t'ted 
ag·ainst the lx:mrc·eoisie. 

In his article ''Disc-ussion on Sl'lf-Dc.·termina
tion Summed Up" Lenin wrote in 1q1 ~: 

"The socialist rc..·,·olution in Europe..• cannot he 
anything elst• than an outburst of mass struggle 
on the part of all and sn.tndry of the oppressed 
and discontented. St'ctions of the pc..·th hour
g·L'<ltste and of tlw backward workers will 
inevitably participate in it-without such partici
pation mtJSs strugg-le is impossil>Jc, without it no 
revolution is possible --and just as inevitably will 
the\' bring into tlw movement their prejudices, 
their reactionar\' fantasit·s. their weaknc.•.;;ses and 
crrors. But ohjecti-;·dy, thev \viii attack capital
ism, ;md the class-conscious vang-uard of the 
revolution, the advanced proletariat t'XJ>ressing 
this ohjecti,·e truth of a hcterog-cncous anrl dis
cordant. motlt'\' and outwardlY incohesive mass 
strug-g·ll', \viii be able to unit\· and direct it" ... 
for the.• overthrow of the bourg-eoisie. 

Suhst•quenth· the "Dailv \ \" orker" correded 
its l'stirnation of tlw n·terans' mnn•mc.·nt in the 
spirit of Lcnin 's st r:.ltl'~ical directives quokd 
abo\'e. ThP .. l>aih· \\"orker" editorial of Tulv 
I z eontains a corr<'l't appraisal of this movc.•t;wr1t 
and correcth· outlines the task of the Partv in the 
veterans' m~wcnwn t. It ma ,. he not Nl. ho\n'V<'r, 
that this article.'. too, did not sufficientlv stress 
the mass characll'r of the movement, and the task 
of linking- up tlw vl'tt•rans' strug-g·Jp with the fig-ht 
for 1\.lnemployment insurance and ag-ainst tht• 
dang-t'r of impcriafi.;;t \\'ar. while correctlv rai.;;t•d, 
wt'rc not raised c-onnt•tt·h· and propag-atcd. 

.\t the pres(·nt time the task of the." Part\' in the 
vt'tc•rans' movement cnn.;;ists of en<'rg-eticaltv ron

tinuing- to support this mass movcment ·as a 
whole, and its imm<"rliate rlemands which are 
dirl"ctcd against tlw fiovernm~nt and the bour
g·,.oisi(•. \\'hile t•xplaininl.!· in tlw hrrntcicst 
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possible wav to the masses the lessons of the 
Washington pogrom of July 29, the Party must 
expose the class policy of the Government, of the 
Republican, Democratic, and Socialist parties, 
must show by the example of the Washington 
shooting, the futility of the reformist methods of 
struggle and the collapse of the parliamentary 
and patriotic illusions which are supported by the 
bourgeois leaders of the movement. The Com
munist Party must also widely utilise the Wash
iqg-ton attack on the ex-soldiers of the imperialist 
war for the anti-war campaign of the Party, 
demonstrating by this example the imperialist 
class character of every war waged by the bour
geois state and explaining to the soldiers and 
sailors the true attitude of the bourgeois father
land, "·hich they are called upon to defend, to 
them. 

The task of the Party consists of continuing to 
link up concretely the demand of the veterans for 
the bonus with the demand for social insurance. 
The Party must organise meetings and demon
strations of the trade unions, unemployed com
mittees and other mass organisations to S1Upport 
the veterans' demands, organised joint demon
strations of veterans and unemployed workers, 
etc. A special task of the Party consists in 
utmsing the vVashing-ton lessons for the work 
among the Negroes, stressing the united struggle 

of the white and Neg-ro veterans in Washington 
under the leadership of the Communists, includ
ing the Negro leaders of the American Communist 
Party. The veterans' demand for the payment 
of the bonus must be made into an important 
demand of its election platform by, the Communist 
Partv. The Communists working in the Work
ers' ·Ex-Servicemen's LeRg·ue must continue their 
energetic work of recruiting veterans into the 
League, seeking at the same time to broaden 
the organisational basis of the League, trans
forming it from a League of workers-veterans 
into a mass fighting organisation of all ex-service
men connected with the international organisa
tion of ex-servicemen (I.A.C.). At the present 
time, the Party must do everything possible to 
utilise the return of the veterans for propaganda 
throughout the country, building permanent 
committees of veterans in the different cities and 
States with a national centre of the movement. 
Finallv, the Partv must rutilise the political lessons 
of the- \Vashington march of the veterans for the 
organisation of a united powerful hunger march 
of the unemployed workers and former soldiers 
upon \Vashing-ton at the end of this year. This 
task has already been set by the Party ; the 
lessons of the Washington events will help the 
party trans{Orm this march into a powerful move
ment of the broadest masse~ under the leadership 
of the working class. 

PARTY Sl.RUCTURE EXPERIENCE 
"PARTIEARBEITER," AUGUST, 1932. 

T HE Alllgust issue of '' Parteiarbeiter, '' the 
organ of the organisation department of the 

Central Committee of the C.P.G., is devoted to 
the work of the party in the trade unions. In an 
editorial, dealing with this question, the organ
isation department of the C.C. of the C. P. of 
Germany begins with the question: Why was 
there no general strike on July 20? 

The reply to this question is as follows:-
''Because we have not yet appreciated the 

necessitv of consolidation in the factories and 
trade u~ions," because "the decision in favour 
of a determined turn in this direction, adopted 
by the Party and by the revolutionary Trade 
Union Opposition last January, is being carried 
out verv unsatisfactorilv." 
In proof of this contention, the editorial refers 

to reports ~elivered by . Berlin worker oorres
pondents at the enlarged meeting of the Editorial 
Board of the "Rote Fahne." A comrade from 
the Siemens-\Verner factory stated that he, to-

gether with the other factory activists, vainly 
awaited a call to action. 

Another comrade from the General Electric Co. 
(Brunnenstrasse) reported that general sentiments 
in the factorv were· definitelv in favour of the 
Communists, ·and, that had ~ strike been called, 
everybody would have responded to it, includin.~· 
the national-socialists. The movement, in the 
opinion of this comrade, was disrupted by two 
reformist factorv committee members, who re
fused to do anything without instructions from 
their IParlers. 

A comrade from the Osram factory stated: 
"The majority of the workers no long-er 

trusts any party. The same applies to the 
Communists about whom the workers say : 
'Thcv babble hut do nothing.' " . 
The conclusion cfrawn bv the comrade was that 

the Communists must pro~ide a personal example, 
even at the price of costly sacrifices, to capture 
the confidence of tl:e workers. 
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A comrade from the General Electric Co. 
transformer factury, stated that "July 20 and 21 

showed that we are a party of agitation rather 
than of organisation." 

A similar pictur-e is drawn by comrade Fritz 
in an article pubEshcd in "Pravda." Comrade 
Fritz declares that on J ulv 20, the workers' 
quarters of Berlin were i"rc~ from police through
out the day. Towan:is the evening there began 
the first scattered, spontaneous labour demon
strations. 

The editorial draws the fol\o,ving comJusion : 
"Only hy a rejection (in practice) of the 

opposition work in the reformist trade unions, 
is it possible to explain why the social-demo
crats and the A.D.G. B. suc~:eeded in so easily 
keeping- the mas<;;es out of the struggle, b;· 
appealing to the demands of trade union dis
cipline." 
It must be said that this conclusion is some

what surprising. 
The pr<tctical failure to carry 011 work in the 

reformist trade unions, inevitahlv had to ha,·c a 
verv serious adverse effect. But the example 
cited in the editorial itself, as well as comrade 
Fritz's <trticle, show something- entirely different, 
namelv that the "·orkcrs "ere prepared for a 
fight, ·but had no leadership, that, in some fac
tori·.?s, the workers arc beginning to reg-ard the 
Communists as prattlers, who only talk of a 
revolution<try struggle. 

The editorial of the ''Party \\"orker" proposl.'s 
a reor~anisation of the method"> of party \\·ork. 
This reorganisntion is conceived 1)1)• the organ
isation department of the C.C. of the C.P. of 
Germam· as follows: 

"Tlie d<tily proh~ems of the workers-the 
wage qu(>stions, the special problems of the 
various big factories, tl1c situation at the labour 
exchange-s, the present reduction of the dole, 
the question of pensions, rent, social policy, 
high cost of living, etc.-all of these questions 
must be concretelv disr.ussed in tho partv com
mittees, and concret~ decisions must he 
adopted, on the organisation of the stntggle 
<~t the decisive points." 
This propos<ll definitely fails to provide an 

answer to the Qlttestions raised bv the wod-:er 
correspondents. . The worker correspondents, re
flecting- the sentiments of the masses, raise the 
questi~n of changing- from ag-itation to organisa
tion and act ion, "·hile the editorial signed b~· the 
Org-anisation Dep<trtment of the C.C. speaks of 
discussion and passing of decisions. 

The workc:>r correspondents rai.;;e the question 
point bl<tnk: ""here "·as the Berlin district 
leadership on July 2oth? JVJzat did it do to take 
ad7.•aJZtage of the dismal')' displa.ved by the Go·vern-

ment, to lead the masses into the streets dttring 
the day, and organise a political strike first in the 
factories in 71.1hich our influence is strong, so as 
to broaden the movement in the e·vening when the 
factories close? At the present time Germany is 
passing through a very critical moment. The 
proletariat and its Commun:st vanguard must 
carefully see to it that they do not miss the oppor
tunity for launching a counter-attack, remember
ing how severely and mercilessly the programme 
of the Comintern condemns the Communist 
Parties, which lag behind the revolutionary 
movements. 

On the bas: s of "hat the worker correspondents 
(to whom the editorial refers) say, our German 
comrades must revise the forms and methods of 
party work, prima.·ily from this point of view. 

It goes without saying that it is impossible to 
prepare and develop a struggle without a 
thorough knowledge of all the concrete conditions 
of the s:tuation, without a careful analysis of the 
sentiments of each section of the work-ers (Com
munists, social-democrats, tnulv re,·oluti011an· 
trade unions, unorganised, )·ouths, women 
workers, foreigners, etc.), without the ability to 
issue such slogans as ar~ capable of inspiring the 
decisive masses, "·ithout a preliminary persistent 
educational and organisational work, in forms 
most corresponding to the approach required by 
each section of the proletariat. But, at the same 
time, another question must also be raised, the 
cptestion of the attraction to the strug-g-le, and 
the concrete forms of such attraction. The partv 
committee must not only decide upon launching 
preparations for a strug~·le; it must lead the 
entire \YOrk in this direction, the part\' committee 
must help each cell bv advice, bv outside forces, 
it must help them to reorg-anise themselves in case 
of necessity, to change the methoo~ of approach 
and the slogans; in ca~e of failure of some 
attempts the partv committee must decide, "·ith 
a view to the whole situation, whether it is neces
sary to disrontinue any further preparations, or 
whether it is necessary to continue to fulfil the 
tasks decided upon, with added energ-y, with new 
forces, despite all sacrifices. 

The g-eneral situation, particularly in Germany, 
nnw raises the problem of concrete dav-to-dav 
leaclership before the Communist parties with 
unusual acutcnes<;;. Day-to-dm· leadership means: 
(1) ahilitY to con:·entrate the party forces at such 
sections of the class struggle where it is of g-reater 
importance at any given moment, and at the same 
time more easv to attrad to the stnuggle the 
broad masses of the proletariat and the toilin!:!" 
masses of the cit,· and villag-e sympathising- with 
the prolet;1riat; (2) systematic control of the 
fulfilment cf tr plan of development of mass 
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revolutionary actions; (J) systemat:c rectification 
of existing defects and errors made, for which 
purpose the forms and methods of party work 
should be constantly adapted to the current needs 
and the party members and sympathisers re
grouped. 

This requires strong- l<x·at and district p<trty 
committees, strongly c011ncc ted with the cells and 
fractions in the mass orgnnisations, and capable, 
when necessary, of tak!ng independent action, 
without awaiting instruction~ from the higher 
party centres. 

This also requires strung anti efficient illeg-al 
factory cells closely connected, by conspirativc 
methods, with the respective party committees, 
and linked up with the masses through different 
legal and semi-legal factory anci non-factory 
organisation, such as the trade ·Unions, the sport~-; 
clubs, etc. 

This n1so requires strong fractions in all mass 
legal and semi-legal org-anisations, closely con
nected {also by <.."'nspirative methods) with the 
respective party committees, nnd ensuring- the 
latter an opportunity to utilise the existing legal 
and semi-legal org-anisations as transmission 
belts, connecting- them with the masses. 

Finally this rcquirP.s a good legal and illeg-al 
l~cntral, regional, local and (ncl·essarily) fnctor~· 
periodic and non-periodic party press, capable of 
popularly discussing the problems of the struggle 
<md self-criticism, operating upon a system of 
worker correspondents and ~-roups, for the distri
bution of the paper and collection of funds, for 
its further development and consolidation. 

\Ve repeat QIUr proposnl {sec "C.I." No IJ) 
that the "Party 'Vorker" should, in its turn, 
systematically and critically elucidate the entire 
available experience of party structure, discussing 
from issue to issue the problems of the most 
important sections of the class strug-gle, parti
cuhrly of the bigg-est f~~·tories. 

Finally, any explanation of the causes of the 
failure of the movement of July 20 would be 
incomplete without a discussion of the question 
of the leaciing cadre~. 

A new turning-point is to be observed in the 
world labour movement, primarily in countries 
such CIS Germany, which constitutes one of the 
\veakest links of the capite1list system : a turn 
towards decisive battles for power. This turn 
requires new men. They grow, the~e new cadres 
of the labour vanguard. They grow in every 
country, primarily in the ranks of the Communist 
Party, but also outs;de the Communist Party, dis
plnying their abilities as organisers and leaders 
during recent strikes and revolutionary demon
strations. 

These cadre~ develop out of the best activists 

of the Communist Party, out of the ranks of the 
working youth, out of the old workers of the 
workers' organisations, including members of the 
Social-Democratic Party and reformist trade 
unions, who resolutely break with the Social
Democracy. It is necessary to more boldly attract 
these new cadres to active work of leadership and 
to org<tnisc serious educational activities among 
them. At the same time, some of the party 
workers prove to be poorly adapted to the exist
ing- situation (and will more so), and their con
tinued control of positions of leadership must only 
retarci the further development of the Communist 
Party. 

Already at the end of 1929, at a meeting of the 
American Commission of the Presidium of the 
E. C. C. I., Comrade Stalin said on thi~ question : 

''It is necessary to strengthen the struggle 
for forging truly revolutionary party cadres and 
for selecting truly revolutionary leaders in the 
party, people capable of marching to battle and 
leading the proletariat with them, people who 
wi11 not be daunted by any storm, and will not 
be panic-stricken, but will defy the storm. But 
in order to fulfil these tasks it i~ necessary, 
without losing a single moment, for time does 
not wait, to take up the purging of the Com
munist parties of the right and conci1iationist 
elements . . . And this dean~ing must be 
done, not in the ordinary tempo but in an 
accelerated tempo, for, I repeat, time docs not 
wait and we cannot allow the events to catch 
us unawares.'' 
The C. P. G., following instructions from the 

Comintern, carried out a great deal of work in 
purging its rnnks of the right and "left" oppor
tunist elements, but the process of regrouping of 
the lr:ading <.~adres in connection with the prepara
tion for decisive battles can certainly not be con
sidered as completed. For this reason Comrade 
Stalin's suggestions still remain in full force, as 
affecting the C.P.G. However, the C.F.G. musf 
take into consideration the available experience in 
this direction, and, while purging its ranks of the 
right and "left" opportunists and conciliationists, 
must conduct a determined struggle against a 
mechanical regrouping of the party cadres. In 
the past, there have been cases in the nctivity of 
some local organisations of the C.P.G., when 
activists feared to come forward with their pro
posals, in order not to be charged with some 
deviation. Any error committed by a party 
worker inevitably constitutes a <lcvi~tion from the 
correct line, but the party organisations must 
strictlv differentiate between accidental mistakes 
comm'itted by party workers, owing to insufficient 
preparation, the extreme complexity of the situa
tion, etc., mistakes upon which their authors do 
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not insist but which they themselves actively help 
to eliminate, and stable opportunist tendencies, 
cases of unwillingness and inability to rectify 
opportunist mi,stakes committed. In the first 
case what is required is speedy assistance to cor
rect the mistake, in the second, just as speedy a 
removal of the useless leadership. 

In the present German situation the right oppor
tunist deviations are the most dangerous, the fear 
of mass work, the distrust in the forces of the 
working class, the exaggeration of the objective 
difficulties and of the forces of the class enemies, 
etc. The "leftists" are also highly dangerous. 
Especially dangerous are the tendencies, correctly 
noted in the editorial, towards virtual refusal to 
work in the reformi"st trade unions and generally 
attract reformist workers and Social-Democrats 
into revolutionary struggle. In addition, it is 
necessary to remember that if it is true that the 
right and "left" deviations grow out of the same 
source, it is always necessary in the present con
<litions in Germany to expect the right deviation 
to develop into a "left" sally, and vice versa, and 
this requires special vigilance on the part of the 
party leadership and the determination of the con
crete direction of the blow in each concrete case. 

Comrade Piatnitzky, in one of his recent 
articles, pointed out, for instance, that as regards 

the red factory commiltees in Germany, the main 
danger to-day is right opportunism, while as 
regards the work in the reformist trade unions the 
main dangers are the "left" "theories" to the 
ctTect that the reformist trade unions must be 
destroyed, that the members of the reformist trade 
unions represent a coh1pletely reactionary mass, 
etc. 

What criterion must be applied to determine 
whether an opportunist error is accidental or fun
damental? Of course, there is no infallible 
measure for it. In each concrete case the res
pective party body must decide. 

Collective work of the party committees, and 
systematic self-criticism from below, regardless of 
personalities, remain the basic methods of check
ing up and combatting deviations. 

Otherwise, we fully agree with the editorial of 
the August issue of the "Party Worker" and 
believe that this editorial, coupled with the resolu
tion of the R.I. L. U. on the work in factories and 
the resolution of the Presidium of the E. C. C. I. 
on the work of the trade union fractions, as well 
as the extract from the '' lnfantik Sickness''* on 
the work in the reactionary unions, all of which 
arc also published in this issue, will serve as help
ful material to the pC1rty activists. 

*!.eft \Ving Communism. "-Lenin. 
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BOURGEOIS "REVELATIONS" ON THE WAR OF 
THE FUTURE 

By R01. 

"rf'ie 7.vurde ein 'teuer 1\rieg ausselzen," Berlin, 1932. 

T HE second series of imperialist wars is 
approaching by leaps and bounds. The 

capitalists are making- feverish preparations for 
a new war along the lines of the development of 
the war industry, the adaptation of the so-called 
peace industries to the requirements of army 
supply, the preparation for the mobilisation of the 
entire (iovernmental machinery, and, most im
portant of all, the political preparation of the 
masses. 

The press, church, school, in a \\ord, the entire 
arsenal of bourgeois influl~nces over the masses 
is frenziedly working for the creation of a proper 
psychological atmosphere for the corning \\ ar. 
The chauvinist, patriotic propaganda on the one 
hand, and the pacifist mollycoddling- on the other 
are designed to help involve the average citizen 
i;1 a new war. 

The vast production of books (both chauvinist 
and pacifist) in every capitalist country represent~! 
an indication of the energy which the bourgeoisie 

:is devoting to its "ideological" preparation for 
the new \\ ar. 

A sufficiently striking exponent of this kind of 
literature, which combines scientific military talk 
of the nc\\ war, with a sugar-coated pacifist dop
ing of the masses is the symposium : "\\"hat a 
New \Var \Vould Look Like,'' published by the 
'• International Parliamentarv Union'' on the eve 
of the Geneva Disarmament"<. 'onference. 

This symposium represents a peculiar encyclo
predic and ccledic mixture of articles by g-enerals 
(Fuller, von 1\'letsch, Recken), journalists-politi
cians (Delaisi, Norman Ang-ell, Nicola Politis), and 
celebrated pmfcssors (Andre l\leyer, Johannsen), 
who attempt to describe the character of a ne\\' 
war. 

The symposium discusses a great variety of 
questions connected with the problem of ,,·ar in 
the near future. The generals and professors, 
the politicians and economists, attempt to show 
not only the purely military side of the coming 
slaughter of the nations, but also bow it \rill 
affect the peaceful population, the so-called rear 
of the be!Iigerent States. 

In the preface to the symposium the Danish 
Minister of Foreign Affairs, Munk, attempts to 
convince the reader that the publication of this 
symposium constitutes a certain tribute to the 
altar of disarmament. In reality, the symposium 
represents one of the ideological methods of the 

preparation for a new war. The mere enumera
tion of the authors testifies sufficiently that if the 
Fullers and von Metsches, the Politises and 
others begin to engage in questions of disarma
ment; the proper thing to expect is-a new war 
in the near future. 

The fundamental object of the book under 
review consists, on the one h~nd, in a "scientific" 
substantiation of the character of the future war, 
and on the other, in the propaganda of the 
inevitability of a new war with all of its 
"horrors.'; The authors of the symposium, 
fulfilling the social order of the bourgeoisie, 
attempt to convince the masses that a new war 
is not only inevitab!e, but that all of its horrors 
are inevitable, too, that there is no force in exist
ence capable of preventing- the outbreak of a new 
imperialist war. 

For the symposium, especially that part of it 
which deals with the effect of "ar upon the peace
ful population, abounds in the most minute 
description of those dreadful prospects \\·hich a 
fresh imperialist war otrers the civil populaiton. 
Certrude \Valker in particular, in her artic:e on 
"Chemical and Bactvriological \\.arfan·," 
adduces a g-ood many ''striking" proofs of the 
inlluencc of the new \\·ar upon the situation of 
the rear. Thus, she quotes the Harvard Pro
fessor Cannon, one of the experts of the Leag-ue 
of Nations Disarmament Commission, who 
declares that: 

"\Vc have not yet seen anything- comparable 
to the destruction of the industrial centres, and 
wholesale extermination of the civilian population 
that \vill take place in the future war." 

Another no less informed expert, Licutenant
(ieneral Altroch, believes that ''the next \Yar ,,.i:t 
be more of a ,,·holesale annihilation of the civilian 
population than a fight lwt\\een armies.'' 

The bourg-eois pacifists attempt to make it 
appear that they are earnestly engag-ed in seeking 
means and measures capable of saving- the peace
ful population from air attacks of enemy air
planes, from poisonous gases, from bacteriological 
\varfare, etc. The learned experts figure out the 
thickness and depth of the concrete by which the 
roofs of buildings must be covered in order to 
safeguard them ag-ainst the destructive effect of 
an aerial bombardment. General Hefton, in his 
article, points out that the explosion of a 
:;oo-1 ,ooo kg-. bomb is capable of destroying a 
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house, even as a result of the detonation of the 
adjacent explosion alone. A zoo-2oo kg. 
(fougasse) bomb is capable of destroying a many· 
storied building, while a so kg. bomb is capable 
of badly damaging a building. 

Prof. Meyer believes that only an underground 
cellar covered with IJ metres of earth may be 
regarded as a safe refuge from a soo kg. bomb. 
In case of a bombardment of 1 ,ooo kg. bombs 
the cover must be equal to 24 metres of earth or 
4 metres of concrete. In short, it is necessary, 
instead of the construction of houses, to build 
fortresses in the cities. However, one of the 
League of Nations experts on chemical warfare, 
Prof. Angelo, declares : ''Experience has shown 
that no fortress, no armour is capable of resisting 
the action of modern explosives. In the past 
people were able to find a refuge in basements, 
cellars, and underground shelters. In the future, 
deadly gases will penetrate any building." 

Thus, the horrors of the new war are indescrib
able and, what is more, insuperable. Neither 
fortresses, armour nor the latest achievements of 
technique are capable of interfering with the new 
war. Prof. Meyer, in concluding his article, 
draws very emphatic deductions. He writes: 

"There can be no doubt that European 
civilisation is a very fragile thing. It may 
disappear. It is very important that women 
and men in Europe should know that there are 
already in existence to-day and to-morrow 
sufficient means of destruction to shake Europe 
and perhaps destroy it. Neithe.- science nor 
technique, of which we are so proud, is capable 
of removing this danger. On the contrary, 
with each passing day they furnish even more 
powerful means of destruction." 
In this way do the bourgeois pacifists seek to 

inspire the masses with the belief of the impossi
bility of combatting the new war which must be 
regarded as much of an elemental calamity as 
an earthquake, a flood, etc. And for quite under
standable reasons the bourgeois pacifists in 
generals' uniforms carefully evade the question, 
the basic question, of the revolutionary activity of 

the masses. The authors of the symposium dis
cuss a great variety of questions, down to the 
effect of war upon the sexual condition of the 
population, but are careful not to mention the one 
"horror" which they fear most as a result of the 
new war, namely, the conversion of the imperialist 
war into a civil war. Only a single article of a 
bourgeois professor who escaped from the Soviet 
Union mentions the fact that the important thing 
is not a new imperialist war, but a civil war which 
may forestall the imperialist war. 

It is noteworthy that the belief of the bourgeois 
pacifists in the impossibility of preventing the 
new v.·ar, in the necessity of hoping only for 
"human reason," hoping that the further develop
ment of the war technique will make a 
new war impossible, is essentially shared by 
the Social-Fascists as well. The Vienna 
'' Arbeiterzeitung,'' the central organ of the 
Austro-Marxists, reviewing the symposium : 
"What the New War Would Look Like," 
describes all the "horrors" of the new war as 
depicted in this volume in the greatest detail, 
limiting itself in conclusion to the "sagacious" 
sentence .that "humanity must know that this 
reality which will destroy civilisation may develop 
suddenly, overnight.'' 

The bourgeoisie is preparing a new war. The 
bourgeois pacifists, the Social-Fascists help in 
this by different means and methods, especially if 
it is a case of preparations for a military inter
vention against the Soviet Union. The vast 
literature devoted to the new war and published 
by the capitalist ''Agitation and Propaganda 
Departments'' has the object of preparing the 
masses for a new war, of poisoning their minds 
and making them into allies of the interventionist 
plans of the bourgeoisie. Our Communist Parties 
are obliged to watch most carefully the military 
and military-political literature published by the 
bourgeoisie and to expose its true political sense 
in due time. The struggle against the pacifist 
deceit of the masses carried out by the bourgeoisie 
under the most varied disguises constitutes a 
highly important component part of the anti-war 
work of the Communist Parties. 

NoTE,-Owing to unfortunate printers' error, 
this article was inadvertently included in contents 
list of last issue. · 
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